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Abstract 
The effect of high amplitude forcing on laminar and turbulent wall jets over a 

heated flat plate is analyzed. Highly accurate Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) 

are used in the laminar case to investigate the dominant transport mechanisms. When 

forcing is applied, the skin friction is reduced markedly and the wall heat transfer is 

increased, in contrast to the prediction of the Reynolds analogy, which states propor

tionality between both quantities. Detailed examination of the unsteady flow field 

showed that the concepts of eddy viscosity and eddy thermal difFusivity can be ap

plied to analyze unsteady laminar flows and to explain the effect of highly unsteady 

phenomena. 

For the investigation of the turbulent wall jet, a new Flow Simulation Methodology 

(FSM) is employed in the limit of unsteady RANS (Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes) 

simulations. With this novel approach, the simulation of large, coherent structures 

in the turbulent flow field very closely parallels the laminar simulations. Following 

the idea of Large Eddy Simulation (LES), the large coherent motion is computed 

directly, while the effect of the small scale, random motion is modelled. In FSM, a 

state-of-the-art two-equation turbulence model is used. 

Forcing the turbulent wall jet results in a reduction of the skin friction and an in

crease in wall heat transfer. The mechanisms responsible for these mean flow changes 

show a remarkable similarity to the mechanisms found in the laminar case. This is 

confirmed by close examination of the large coherent motion and its effect on the 

turbulent mean flow. Using this approach, several questions regarding the character 

of the turbulent wall jet could be answered. 
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Nomenclature 
X ,  y  streamwise, wall-normal directions 

y"*" wall normal distance, y"*" = yur/u 

t time 

b nozzle height 

yo.si <5o.5 wall jet halfwidth 

ym wall normal location of maximum velocity 

ymax location of free stream boundary 

dx,dy step-size in the x and y directions 

P grid stretching parameter (y direction) 

mi,7712 number of gridpoints in streamwise and wall-normal direction 

Xf, yf streamwise, wall-normal location of center of volume force 

u, V velocity components in the x and y directions 

Ujn local maximum velocity 

Uj jet exit velocity 

velocity in wall coordinates, u* = u/ur 

Ur friction velocity, Ur = y/T^u/p 

UJ spanwise vorticity 

T temperature 

T'^ temperature, T"*" = {T^ — T)/Tr 

Tr temperature, Tr = qo/pCpUr 

qo wall heat flux, qo = —pCpa^ 

k turbulent kinetic energy, k = uju-

e turbulent dissipation rate, e = {du'Jdx'^Y 

Tij Stress tensor component 

Rt] Reynolds stress tensor component 

K thermal diffusivity 

«£ eddy thermal diffusivity 

u kinematic viscosity 

ft eddy viscosity 
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A disturbance amplitude 

F frequency 

$ phase of forcing 

(3 nondimensional frequency, 0 = Fb/Uj 

fi volume force component 

fj. kinematic viscosity 

f dynamic viscosity 

Cf skin friction coefficient, c/ = 

h heat transfer coefficient, h = —k^/{T^ - Too) 

Cp specific heat 

g gravity vector 

M jet exit momentum, M = Ujb 

Ec global Eckert number, Uj/{cpToo) 

Gr global Grashof number, (g/3Too6^)/t/^ 

Pe global Peclet number, Pe = Re Pr = Ujb/a 

Pr global Prandtl number, Pr = u/a 

Re global Reynolds number. Re = Ujb/u 

Rcj jet exit Reynolds number, Rcj = Ujb/u 

Res local Reynolds number, Reg = UmSo.s/u 

Rm local Reynolds number, Rm = 

St global Stanton number, St = h/pUcj, 

Modifiers 

X, y, 2 component in streamwise, wall normal, and spanwise direction 

j jet exit conditions 

m local maximum conditions 

w wall 

oo free stream 

t turbulent quantity 

amplitude 

mean vaJue 

' disturbance quantity 
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1. Introduction 

A wall jet develops when a fluid is blown tangentially along a wall. Wall jets have 

many important technical applications such as boundary layer control and lift en

hancement on airfoils by making use of their tendency to adhere to curved surfaces 

(Coanda effect). Probably the most common application of a wall jet involving heat 

transfer is the windshield defroster system in automobiles, where a jet of hot air is 

blown along the windshield to affect mass transfer from and heat transfer to the sur

face. Other applications in which a wall jet is used to cool and protect surfaces from 

hot and/or corrosive fluids range from the cooling of turbine blades and combustion 

chamber walls to the cooling of the outer surfaces in high speed vehicles or rock

ets (Launder k Rodi, 1983). Recently, cooling of electronic components has become 

increasingly important. 

Irrespective of its application, a wall jet acts as a source of momentum and as a 

source or sink of heat. The jet may be issued into a coflowing, quiescent, or counter-

flowing surrounding. The external stream may be accelerating or decelerating such as 

in airfoil or turbine blade applications. In addition, the external flow can be laminar 

or turbulent. The surface itself might be smooth, rough, or even highly irregular, 

such as in electronic cooling applications. 

Despite this variety of important technical applications, the wall jet, its hydrody-

namic stability characteristics, especially the nonlinear stages, as well as the influence 

of unsteadiness on the mean surface shear stress and heat transfer has only recently 

been investigated more closely. 

1.1 The Laminar Wail Jet 

The first investigation of incompressible laminar wall jets was reported by Tetervin 

(1948). He predicted a growth of the wall jet thickness proportional to £ind 
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a corresponding decay in maximum jet velocity of (x is the coordinate in the 

streamwise direction). Closed form solutions of the boundary layer equations for the 

wall jet geometry were published by Akatnov (1953) and Glauert (1956). Experimen

tal verification of these theoretical findings was given by Bajura & Szewezyk (1970). 

Their results were substantiated by Gorla &: Jeng (1971), who performed an analysis 

based on integral methods. Recently, Cohen, Amitay & Bayly (1992) investigated 

the wall jet subjected to blowing or suction from the surface. They found a family of 

similarity solutions which include Glauert's result for the case of zero blowing. These 

theoretical findings were later verified experimentally by Amitay k Cohen (1993). 

The hydrodynamic stability of the wall jet was first studied by Chun k Schwarz 

(1967). By solving the Orr-Sommerfeld equation, they predicted a critical Reynolds 

number of 57 (based on the local maximum jet velocity and the jet half width, see 

Figure 2.1). They also showed the existence of two unstable eigenmodes, one associ

ated with the viscous instability in the inner region and the other with the inviscid 

instability of the shear layer in the outer region. Furthermore, they found a region 

of stability between the Reynolds numbers of 370 and 750, inside the unstable re

gion. Tsuji et al. (1977) were able to confirm these findings, both experimentally and 

numerically (solving the Orr-Sommerfeld equation). Bajura & Szewezyk (1970) de

termined the amplitude distribution of the fluctuations experimentedly. They found 

that the amplitude distributions for both modes have three distinct peaks, one in the 

inner region, one in the outer region with the maximum near the inflection point of 

the mean flow profile, and a weaker peak further away from the wall. 

Bajura & Catalano (1975) investigated the whole transition process of a wall jet 

in a water tunnel. Using flow visualization techniques, they found the following five 

stages for both natural and forced transition: (i) formation of vortices in the free 

shear layer, (ii) vortex merging, resulting in a disturbance signal of half the distur

bance frequency, (iii) eruption of the wall jet into the ambient fluid, (iv) onset of 

three-dimensional motion and turbulence, (v) relaminarization until the next vortex 
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merging. The early stages of this process were found to be highly two-dimensional, 

with a ratio of the spanwise length of vortex filaments to the local boundary layer 

thickness as large as 50:1, indicating that the transition process is governed by the 

shear layer instability. This notion was further subtantiated by the absence of turbu

lent spots near the wall, which are typical in boundary layer transition. 

The existence of two unstable modes was clarified by Mele et al. (1986). They 

were able to show that one mode, unstable at low disturbance frequencies, is in 

fact associated with the inflection point in the free shear layer. The other mode, 

unstable with respect to higher frequencies, is due to the boundary layer type, viscous 

instability. A very detailed map of these two modes was given by Wernz (1993). 

Zhou et al. (1992) successfully matched their experimental data with the theoretical 

predictions of Linear Stability Theory in different regions of the stability diagram. 

Using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and laser visualization techniques, Gogi-

neni et al. (1997) investigated the transitional wall jet. They were able to confirm 

the existence of a double row of discrete vortices, associated with the inner and outer 

regions of the wall jet. His findings were substantiated by Amitay (1994), who used 

dye injection techniques in a water tunnel to visualize the vortical structures. In 

addition, he observed the vortex pairing and the highly two-dimensional structure 

of the wall jet in the early stages of transition, confirming the results of Bajura & 

Catalano (1975). 

Recently, Wernz & Fasel (1996, 1997) studied the transition process of the wall 

jet numerically, for both two-dimensional and three-dimensional disturbances. When 

forced at high disturbance amplitudes, the skin friction was markedly reduced. If 

forcing at even higher amplitudes was introduced, mushroom shaped vortex pairs 

are ejected into the ambient fluid. They found that the onset of this phenomenon 

is highly dependent on the initial conditions and conjectured that this phenomenon 

might be chaotic in nature. For the three-dimensional case, they found both two-

and three-dimensional subharmonic resonances, while the three-dimensional funda
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mental resonance was found to be only weak. They concluded that the subharmonic 

resonance can be suppressed if three-dimensional disturbances of large enough am

plitude are introduced. On the other hand, when random three dimensional forcing 

was introduced, they saw the emergence of vortical structures with strong spanwise 

coherence, but these structures were not ejected into the ambient fluid. 

The laminar wall jet with heat transfer was investigated by very few researchers. 

Schwarz Caswell (1961) found a self-similar solution, assuming constant fluid prop

erties. Gorla & Jeng (1971) extended their analysis of the laminar wall jet for Prandtl 

number ranging from 0.01 to 1000. Recently, Likhachev &c Tumin (1996) investigated 

the stability of a compressible laminar wall jet with heat transfer. In the incompress

ible limit, linear stability theory predicts a significant change in the range of unstable 

frequencies for large temperature differences between wall and ambient fluid. How

ever, the critical Reynolds number remains practically unchanged. 

From the discussion above it becomes obvious that the investigation of the stability 

of the laminar wall jet, especially the early nonlinear stages, is still in its infancy when 

compared to the abundance of information available about boundary layer transition. 

The effect of heat transfer on the wall jet stability is even less understood. From 

e.xperiments, calculations and theoretical work on boundary layers it is known that 

the heat transfer characteristics change significantly when the flow transitions from 

the laminar to the turbulent flow regime. Without reliable knowledge of the transition 

location, one is unable to predict the temperature of the surface, even if only a rough 

estimate is sought. 

So far, the Colburn analogy, an extension of the Reynolds analogy for Pr ^ 1, 

^ = StPr^f\ (1.1) 

where c/ = is the skin friction coefficient, St = h/pUcp is the Stanton 

number, and Pr is the Prandtl number, has been used to predict the heat transfer 

characteristics of wall bounded shear flows. This analogy takes advantage of the 
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similarity between the momentum and energy equations when the boundary layer 

assumptions are made. However, the applicability of this analogy for highly unsteady 

flows is questionable, as discussed below. 

For the computation of the mean flow velocity and temperature distribution of 

turbulent flows, eddy viscosity models have been proposed. The eddy viscosity Ut is 

defined as 

The total viscosity is then 1/ + Ut and the total thermal diffusivity k Kt, where t/ 

and K are the molecular viscosity and thermal conductivity, respectively. In general, 

both Ut and Kt are functions of position. 

Introducing these quantities into the Reynolds analogy yields Ut = Kt if the Prandtl 

number is assumed to be unity. From the reduction of skin friction found experimen

tally and numerically for the forced isothermal wall jet, therefore, a reduction of the 

wall heat flux could be anticipated. 

Starting even earlier than the investigation of the Ijmiinar wall jet (in 1934, see Laun

der &c Rodi, 1981), many experimental investigations have been performed to explore 

the mean flow characteristics of the turbulent wall jet. The excellent review article 

of Launder k Rodi (1981) summarizes the most reliable and complete experimental 

studies, comparing 53 experiments of two-dimensional, turbulent wall jets. Outer 

parameters like the mean velocity profile plotted as U/Um over y/yo.s, the spreading 

rate, and the decay of the maximum velocity are shown to agree quite well for all 

dy' 
(1.2) 

Similarly, a thermal eddy difFusivity Kt can be defined as 

(1.3) 

1.2 The Turbulent Wall Jet 
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reported data. The best fit for the spreading rate of the turbulent wall jet is given as 

dy(i_^ldx = 0.073 ± 0.002 and the decay of the maximum velocity Um is proportional 

to Unfortunately, near wall data, especially the skin friction coefficient, do 

not agree as well. Values varying by at least a factor of 2 between investigators are 

reported. However, Launder Sc Rodi (1981) suggest C/ = 0.0315/2;;;°-^®^, originally 

proposed by Bradshaw & Gee (1960), as the best curve fit to the surveyed data. The 

analytical work by Glauert (1956), who assumed the skin friction to be the same as 

in turbulent pipe flow, shows values approximately 25% lower (see Bradshaw & Gee, 

1960). Mean values of fluctuating quantities like the Reynolds stress components 

show an even larger variation. 

Hammond (1982) derives an analytical expression for the velocity profile of a 

turbulent wall jet. The formula for the skin friction obtained from this profile agrees 

very well with the relation given by Bradshaw Gee (1960). He also shows that the 

Clauser plot method, which presumes the existence of a log-law region, is not reliable 

for deriving skin friction data because the logarithmic region is not well defined for 

the turbulent wall jet. 

A very complete set of single-point measurements in heated weak wall jets over 

plane and curved surfaces is reported by Dakos et al. (1984). Although they focus on 

the effect of wall curvature in weak wall jets, their data is very valuable as a database 

for testing turbulence models. 

An extension of the review article by Launder & Rodi (1981), including some 

newer results, is given by Schneider k. Goldstein (1994). In addition, they compare 

their laser doppler measurements with the available experimental data and show that 

their measurements are in good agreement with previous results in the inner region 

of the wall jet (i. e., for y < ym)- However, they conclude that in past investigations 

the Reynolds stress in the outer region has been underestimated due to inaccuracies 

in the measurement equipment. 

Results of experiments in a water tunnel are reported by Eriksson et al. (1998). 
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Their LDV measurements start very close to the wall, j/"*" « 2 (j/"^ = yurlf, Ur = 

\/tw/p), and all their results are plotted in outer coordinates as well as wall coor

dinates. They report that the velocity profile is not strictly linear beyond as 3. 

For reference, if Ur = 0.5 ms"\ then = 3 corresponds to y = 0.09 mm (in air). 

Measurements this close to the surface are extremely difficult and it is unclear if 

the first measurement location in the ezurlier experiments was close enough to the 

wall to establish the correct linear relation. If the first measurement point is too far 

away from the wall, the friction velocity will be too low and therefore y'^ will be too 

small and u""" = u/ur too large, which could explain some of the discrepancies in the 

experimental results shown in Launder k. Rodi (1981) and Schneider & Goldstein 

(1994). 

Recently, Wygnanski et al. (1992) used the scaling introduced by Sreenivasan & 

Narasimha (1982) for their experimental data of turbulent wall jets. In contrast to 

the traditional scaling which utilizes the jet exit velocity Uj and the nozzle height 

6, this scaling uses non-dimensional parameters based on the jet exit momentum 

M = Ujb and the viscosity u. Using these scaling laws, experiment^ results for the 

streamwise development of the jet half width j/o.5. the local maximum jet velocity 

Um, and the wall shear stress can be collapsed for Reynolds numbers in the range 

3700 < Rej < 19000. 

The results reviewed above suggest that the global mean flow parameters of the 

turbulent wall jet are now fairly consistently measurable. Unfortunately, however, the 

near wall profiles are still very uncertain, as evidenced in the wide variation of skin 

friction data reported recently (Eriksson et a/., 1998; Schober, 1999). This uncertainty 

poses a problem for the comparison of mean flow profiles in wall coordinates, since 

both J/"*" = yur/v and = u/ur depend on the accurate determination of the friction 

velocity, Ur = X/WP-

The effect of forcing on a turbulent wall jet was investigated experimentally by 

Katz et al. (1992). Their investigations show that, while the mean flow profiles 
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remain virtually unchanged when plotted in outer coordinates, the near wall region 

is influenced considerably, reducing the overall drag by up to 30% at a location 70 

nozzle widths downstream of the forcing location. These seemingly contradictory 

statements have to be seen in light of an estimation shown by Schneider & Goldstein 

(1994), who compute that for their wall jet, 13% of the initial jet momentum is lost to 

wall friction at x/6 = 45, but only an additional 4% are dissipated at i/6 = 109, their 

furthest downstream measurement station. It seems that the region just downstream 

of the nozzle, where the flow transitions from a channel flow inside the nozzle to a 

fully developed turbulent wall jet is more important than initially anticipated. 

Zhou et al. (1996) extended the study by Katz et al. (1992) and were able to verify 

the energy cascade in the forced turbulent wall jet by using a triple decomposition 

technique. They found that the large coherent eddies extract energy from the mean 

flow. This energy is then transferred to the small, random scales and dissipated. 

From these observations, it seems that the physical mechanisms governing the 

turbulent wall jet are not fully understood. The investigations by Schober (1999), 

Katz et al. (1992) and Zhou et al. (1996) illustrate how the large coherent motion 

influences the downstream development of the turbulent wall jet, even in the fully 

developed region. The large, coherent structures seem to have a profound effect on the 

mean flow of the turbulent wall jet, but the physical mechanisms are not understood 

very well. 

While the experiments discussed above are aimed at investigating the hydrody-

namic characteristics of the turbulent wall jet, a second area of interest is the effec

tiveness of turbulent wall jets in film cooling applications. In these scenarios, the 

jet fluid with temperature Tj is injected into a coflowing fluid with temperature Too 

and the momentum added to the flow is quickly dissipated. The mass flow ratios 

M = {PjUj)/{pooUoo) are typically between M = 0 and M = 0.5 (e.g. Seban, 1960; 

Myers et al., 1963; Samuel & Joubert, 1965; Metzger et al., 1968). All of this early 

work was concerned with the mean velocity and temperature profiles, and especially 
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the skin friction and wall heat transfer. Various wall jet injection angles, mass flow 

ratios, slot geometries, and wall temperature distributions were investigated. The 

results indicate that for the turbulent wall jet at a low mass flow ratio, heat transfer 

relations derived for the turbulent boundary layer can be used if the heat trans

fer coefficients are defined using the adiabatic wall temperature. Reviewing various 

experimental investigations. Sun et al. (1995) concluded that the effect of injection 

angle, flow separation downstream of the nozzle, and the corresponding heat trans

fer characteristics need to be investigated further. He also indicated that significant 

effects of the injection on the heat transfer can be expected if the mass flow ratio is 

high. This has been observed earlier by Samuel & Joubert (1965), who state that the 

solution for the adiabatic wall temperature can be cast in the form 

Too - Tg _ 
T -T ~ IqQ •'J 

 ̂ I'oo ^00 ^0 ^0 ^ P j ^ j  P j  
'Too-r/Z^'t/oox' 6 ' 6 ' b' 

^ { T o o - T j )  § { T ^ - T j )  

' Poo 

where G represents the dependence on geometric parameters, some of which were 

listed above. The large number of parameters resulted in a variety of experimental 

configurations, and the generalization of the findings is difficult. 

The earliest investigation of turbulent strong wall jets with heat transfer known 

to the author was performed by Seban & Back (1961), who extended earlier research 

(Seban, 1960) to the limit M -> oo. Comparison with the 'near' similarity solution 

for the turbulent wall jet obtained by Glauert (1956) shows good agreement except in 

the free stream, where velocities up to 40% of the local maximum are measured. The 

heat transfer investigations were performed with a heated jet over an adiabatic wall. 

They summarize that their data "requires some alteration of the eddy diffusivity and 

in particular the Vcdue in the outer region must be reduced by 30 per cent from that 

implied by the theory." The theory mentioned is the Reynolds analogy. These early 
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results already indicate that the turbulent wall jet is not as amenable to theoretical 

prediction as simpler shear flows such as free shear layers or the flat plate boundary 

layer. 

More recently, Dec & Keller (1990) investigated the unsteady velocity and tem

perature distribution in a combustor tail pipe and concluded that "any heat transfer 

correlation based on Reynolds analogy between momentum and thermal transport is 

not valid in this flow." Also, Holmberg & Pestian (1996) investigated an unforced 

turbulent wall jet and observed an increase in wall heat transfer in the presence of 

high free stream turbulence. Examining velocity-temperature correlations, they con

cluded that the large scale motion in the flow is the driving force for the heat and 

momentum transfer. 

In a set of publications, Nizou and co-workers (Nizou, 1981, 1984; Nizou Tida, 

1995) have investigated the turbulent wall jet without free stream over a heated 

surface. The focus of their work is to derive a new relation between skin friction and 

heat transfer in turbulent wall jets that better matches experimental findings. They 

propose Cf = where Re^ = and xi is the distance from the 

origin of the wall jet (xi « x -I- 206). 

In addition, Nizou (1981) reports results for the temperature distribution in wall 

coordinates: In the viscous sublayer, = Pr y"*", in the log layer, T'*' = A\ogy^+8. 

The constants in the curve fit to his data are compared to the constants given by 

Kader & Yaglom (1972). Although the constants A and B given in the publications 

are very different, the resulting curves are in good agreement. Numerous other values 

for ,4 and B are given in the literature (e.g. Kays k Crawford, 1980; Dakos et ai, 

1984). Most authors seem to agree that B is not a constant, but it is unclear what 

parameters B should depend on. 

Numerical calculations of turbulent wall jets have only recently been reported. 

Simple mixing length or eddy viscosity models, which have been used successfully to 

compute the mean flow profile of turbulent boundary layers and free shear layers, fail 
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for the wall jet (Launder k. Rodi, 1983). Due to the strong interaction of the near 

wall boundary layer and the free shear layer in a wall jet, modelling the wall jet as 

a flow with two separate regions, a boundary layer for y < Vm and a shear layer for 

y > Dm, is incorrect (Bradshaw & Gee, 1960). 

Malin & Spalding (1987) use the k -  W {W is the time-mean square of the 

vorticity fluctuations) model, combined with the algebraic stress model by Ljuboja 

k Rodi (1980, 1981), to solve the boundary layer equations for the turbulent wall jet 

with heat transfer. They neglect molecular diffusion and bridge the near wall region 

(where molecular diffusion is larger than eddy diffusion) using wall functions. The 

model, which includes buoyancy effects, needs a total of 19 empirical constants. Their 

results overpredict the spreading rate by 25% and the skin friction by about 10%, 

which is not a significant improvement over other models shown by Launder k Rodi 

(1983). In addition, their mean velocity and temperature profiles differ drastically 

from measurements by Seban k Back (1961) in the outer  region of  the wall  jet  {y > 

2/0.5 ) • 

Gerodimos k So (1997) investigated the performance of four different turbulence 

models for the turbulent wall jet. These models were selected after being found 

superior in a study of ten models used to compute channel flow, Couette flow, and flat 

plate boundary layer flow (Sarkar k So, 1997). They conclude that the asymptotically 

correct modelling of the near wall region is critical in order to accurately predict global 

quantities like the spreading rate. This is another indication of the strong coupling 

between near wadl events and the outer region of the wall jet. 

The most obvious manifestation of the coupling between the near wall boundary 

layer and the shear layer is the displacement of the wall normal location of the max

imum velocity and the zero of the turbulent shear stress. The significance of this 

non-equilibrium effect on the mean flow is still debated (Gerodimos k So, 1997), but 

most forms of the k — e equations used for Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) 

computations of turbulent wall jets have to be modified to be able to account for the 
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interaction of the boundary layer and the shear layer region in the turbulent wall jet. 

However, all turbulence models that assume a linear relation between strain rates 

and Reynolds stresses have to fail on this account (all models based on the concept 

of eddy viscosity fall into this category). Only Reynolds Stress Models (RSM) and 

non-equilibrium Algebraic Stress Models (ASM) are able to capture this feature of 

the turbulent wall jet. 

Andersson et al. (1993) have used a Reynolds stress model to compute a turbu

lent wall jet in a rectangular enclosure, which was also investigated experimentally. 

very detailed comparison is given in their report, including £dl Reynolds stress 

components in wall coordinates. Although the overall agreement of their results and 

the experiments is very good, the RSM model fails to reproduce the measured near 

wall characteristics. This shortcoming is due to the use of wall functions to bridge 

the gap between the wall and the wall next point, which is located at y"*" « 20. This 

approach is not satisfactory for the turbulent wall jet, because the near wall behavior 

is determined to a large degree by the outer free shear layer (Gu & Bergstrom, 1994). 

However, resolving both the inner region and the outer region of the turbulent wall 

jet is computationally very expensive due to the vastly different length scales in the 

inner and outer regions. The ratio of these length scales can be estimated by the 

thickness of the wall jet itself: the thickness of the inner region (between the wall 

and the wall normal location of maximum velocity) is only about 0.15yo.5> but the 

velocity decays to zero in the ambient fluid at y ~ 2.5yo.5. 

As pointed out above, the turbulent wall jet, combining a near wall boundary 

layer and a shear layer, poses a unique challenge for turbulence models and numerical 

methods that are successfully used for external or internal boundary layers and free 

shear layers. It is the interaction of these two prototypical flows that determines a 

large number of the characteristics of the turbulent wall jet. The extent to which 

turbulence models can capture these effects determines the success of the turbulence 

model for the computation of turbulent wall jets. In fact, the turbulent wall jet is 
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now used as a prototypical flow to demonstrate the capabilities of newly developed 

turbulence models (e.g. Launder & Rodi, 1981; Gerodimos k. So, 1997), and many of 

the experiments cited above are intended as a database for these tests. 

1.3 Scope of present research 

In this work, an attempt is made to clarify the role of the unsteady, large structures on 

the heat transfer from the wall in a wall jet. Highly accurate two-dimensional Direct 

Numerical Simulations (DNS) are used to investigate the laminar wall jet subjected 

to external, periodic forcing at different amplitude levels. The focus is on the effect 

of the large structures on the mean flow quantities such as wall skin friction and wall 

heat transfer. 

With these results, a detailed analysis of the effects of the unsteady structures 

in the flow is possible, especially the influence of these structures on the wall heat 

transfer. By comparing the eddy diffusivity with the mean temperature profiles, a 

clearer picture of the processes affecting the mean flow quantities can be developed. 

This investigation of the forced laminar wall jet is an essential step towards the 

understanding of transitional and turbulent wall jets. In the turbulent wall jet, large 

coherent structures as well as highly energetic small structures are present, so that 

the questions posed above have to be addressed again. However, with the knowledge 

gained from the investigation of the laminar wall jet, it should be much easier to 

identify the relevant turbulent transport mechanisms and their influence on the skin 

friction and the wall heat transfer. 

For the investigation of the turbulent wall jet, the numerical procedure is extended 

to include a state-of-the-art two-equation turbulence model. First, this model, which 

allows for unsteadiness and anisotropy in the flow field, is used to compute the steady 

mean flow. Second, following the lead of the laminar investigations, the effects of 

large coherent structures on the mean flow profiles of a turbulent wall jet are analyzed 
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by introducing controlled disturbances into the flow. The unsteady motion will be 

analyzed in detail to gain a better understanding of the transport processes due to 

the large structures and their influence on the turbulent mean flow. This will also 

shed some light on why modelling the turbulent wall jet using steady RANS is not 

successful. 
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2. Numerical Model 

2.1 Governing Equations 

The governing equations for two-dimensional DNS of the laminar wall jet are the two-

dimensional, incompressible, unsteady Navier-Stokes equations in vorticity-velocity 

formulation and the energy equation. The velocity components in the streamwise (x) 

and wall normal (y) directions are u and v, respectively (Figure 2.1). 

In these equations, the velocities are normalized by the jet exit velocity C/j, the 

spatial variables x, y by the nozzle width 6, the time by b/Uj, and the temperature 

by the temperature at the free stream Too-

By taking the curl of the momentum equations, the pressure gradient terms are 

eliminated and the following transport equation for the spanwise component of the 

vorticity (cjj) can be obtained: 

du). dc db 
(2.1) 

dt dx ' dy ' Re 

The global Reynolds number is defined as Re = Ujb/L>{Too), = d^/dx^ -i- d'^/dy^, 

nowinysuctton Mt 

Figure 2.1 Computational domain with blowing/suction slot for disturbance genera
tion. 
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and 

I 1-1 (n f) \ b = -VU): - ^ Fx (2.2a) 
ax ay 

The additional stress terms result from the temperature dependence of viscosity 

or the Reynolds stresses for turbulent flows (section 2.2). Fx and Fy are the x and y 

components of an arbitrary volume force, respectively (section 2.1.1.1). 

The vorticity is defined as 

du dv 
a 5~' ay ax 

and the Poisson equations for the velocity components are 

(24a) 

S = 
The energy equation is written with the temperature as the dependent variable 

dT dd de 1 _2„ _> 

where 

In the case of temperature dependent viscosity and thermal conductivity, t-j = 

(I/(T) - u{Toa)) /Re {uij + Uj^i), and k' = K(T) — K{Toa)- Pe = RePr is the Peclet 

number. 

To model the temperature dependence of the viscosity and the thermal conductiv

ity of air, a fourth-order polynomial fit to experimental data was chosen (Bertolotti, 
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1991), 

H = fiQ -{• fiiT + ̂ J•2T^ "t" 

K = «o + kiT + kjT^ -+- KaT^ + K4T"', 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

with 

Mo = -1.561632014 x 10"^ kq = -1.305884703 x 10"=^ 
fii = 7.957989891 x 10"® ki = 1.099134492 x lO"* 
fi2 = -6.930149679 x 10"" K2 = -6.846979087 x 10"® 
/Z3 = 4.068157752 x 10"" K3 = 3.327083322 x 10"^^ 
/i4 = -9.182486030 x 10"'® «4 = -5.397866355 x 10" 

With the nondimensionalization given above, the complete transport equations 

depend on four nondimensional parameters; 

Several simplifications of the governing equations are possible by examining these 

nondimensional coefficients. In order to reach an accurate conclusion, the temper

ature scale should be taken as AT = in contrast to the computationally 

advantageous scale Toe-

• Buoyancy effects can be neglected if Gr/Re^ 1. 

In the cases considered here, g points in the negative y direction. 

Mori (1961) analyzed the case of mixed convection over a horizontal flat plate 

using a series expansion of the stream function and the temperature. He showed 

that if IGr^l < 0.083, the effects of buoyancy are negligibly small. 

For the cases considered in this work, the velocities are of order Uj ~ 10 ms~^ 

and typical downstream location at x ~ 0.1 m which yields a Re}molds number 

Rtx ~ 10^ if air at room temperature (Too ~ 300 K) is considered as a fluid. 

Reynolds number: Re = Ujbju^ 

Grashof number: Gr = {gl3Tooh^)/u^ 

(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

(2.8c) 

(2.8d) 

Prandtl number: Pr = Uao/ocoo 

Eckert number: Ec = Uj/{cpT^) 
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With a specified temperature difference between free stream and wall of order 

AT ~ 10 K, the Grashof number is ~ 10^. 

Therefore, Gr/Re^ ~ 10"^, which indicates that bouyancy effects can be ne

glected. 

• Viscous dissipation, $, is negligible if EcjRe < 1, since 7 ~ 1. 

With the flow conditions specified above, Ec ~ lO""*, which yields Ec/Re ~ 

10~®, so dissipation is clearly negligible. 

The formulation of the vorticity transport equations given above has several ad

vantages when additional stresses are present. First, compared to Krai (1988), the 

computational effort was reduced substantially because the number of derivatives is 

smaller in the stress tensor formulation. Furthermore, by using the continuity equa

tion and the definition of the vorticity components, the elements of the stress tensor 

can be computed without taking derivatives in the wall normal direction. This, in 

combination with the finite difference scheme used (see below), ensures high numer

ical accuracy and reduces computation time. In addition, by splitting the stresses 

and thermal conduction into a 'base flow' and a 'disturbance' part, the stability char

acteristics of the original numerical method could be retained. The computational 

cost of the overall method is increased only by the calculation of the additional stress 

tensor. 

In addition, the formulation lends itself naturjilly to the computation of turbu

lent flows using turbulence models, since the most general form of contribution of a 

turbulence model can be expressed as an additional stress term in the Navier-Stokes 

equations (see section 2.2). 

2.1.1 Boundary Conditions 

The governing equations 2.1, 2.4, and 2.5 are solved in the computational domain 

shown in Figure 2.1. At the inflow boundary x = xq, all velocity and vorticity 
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components eis well as the temperature are specified. For all laminar cases presented 

here, these inflow conditions are obtained from the similarity solution of the wall jet 

over a heated wall (Likhachev et ai, 1998). For the turbulent simulations, the inflow 

conditions are described in section 2.2.1. At the wall y = 0, the no-slip condition is 

imposed on the u-velocity. The normal velocity v is zero except at the disturbance slot, 

where a u-velocity distribution can be specified such that disturbances are introduced 

(see section 2.1.1.1). The wall temperature is held constant in time, T = T^,, but 

variations in the streamwise direction are permitted, Tu, = T^{x). 

At the free stream boundary (y = ymoi}) a decay condition is imposed on v, and 

the wall normal derivative is set to zero for all other quantities. Therefore, the domain 

height has to be large enough that all disturbances have decayed sufficiently and the 

imposed boundary condition does not influence the solution. The temperature is held 

constant. T = T^. 

Near the outflow boundary, a buffer domain similar to the one proposed by Kloker 

et al. (1993) is used. At the outflow boundary itself, all second derivatives are set to 

zero. 

2.1.1.1 Forcing 

Two different forcing mechanisms are utilized for the research presented here. The 

first method uses a blowing and suction slot (see figure 2.1), where the v-velocity is 

specified such that mass neutral, periodic blowing and suction is possible to introduce 

disturbance waves into the flow (Fasel, Rist & Konzelmann, 1990), 

v{x,t) = vVs(x)cos(u;t), (2.9) 
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where v  is the amplitude, w the circular frequency, and Vs{ x )  is the shape function 

over the disturbance slot, 

x i < x <  X c i  v , { 0  = -  1701?" + 972?^), ? = (2.10a) 
48 Xc — X\ 

Xc< x <  X 2 : - V s { 0  =  4(729?® - 1701?' + 972?^), ? = (2.10b) 
48 X2 — Xc 

The other forcing method utilizes a volume force F that is introduced into the vor-

ticity transport equation (2.1). The components of F in the coordinate axis directions 

are written in the form (Meitz, 1996) 

f i  =  f i  exp I - I 

where f i  is the nominal forcing amplitude in the i  direction (i = i, y), and X f  and 

yf are the coordinates of the center of the applied force in the x and j/-direction, 

respectively. The parameters a/ and bf determine the length and height of the area 

where the volume force is applied, and uj and $ define the frequency and phase of the 

forcing. In the computations, the curl of F is used as a source term in the vorticity 

transport equation (2.2). 

2.1.2 Initial Conditions 

Since the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are parabolic in time, an initial 

condition has to be specified in the domain. For the laminar wall jet computations, 

the similarity solution for the wall jet over a heated surface is specified (Glauert, 1956; 

Likhachev & Tumin, 1996). 

2.2 Turbulence model 

The governing equations for turbulent flows are derived by assuming that every flow 

quantity, /, can be split into an average, /, and a fluctuating part, /', 

/ = 7+/'. (2.12) 
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To derive the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, a time average of 

the form 

(2.13) 

is applied. In the limit T —y oo, all temporal fluctuations are averaged out. The 

averaging operation has the following properties, 

7 = 7, T = o 

79 = 79, 79' = 0 

19 = 79 + 7^- (2.14) 

For unsteady RANS computations, these properties are only satisfied approximately. 

However, for flows with a large separation in time scales between the large scale 

unsteady motion and the small scale turbulent motion, these properties are a very 

good approximation. 

For simplicity, the averaging of the governing equations is shown for the momen

tum and energy equation. The derivation of the transport equation of the averaged 

vorticity from the averaged momentum equation is straightforward and not shown 

here. The averaged momentum and energy equation can be written as 

dui d dp d 1 dui 
[Redxj "'"j 

dt dxj ^ ' dxj 
1 ̂  

T'u' 
P e d x j  \  

(2.15a) 

(2.15b) 

These equations differ from the Navier-Stokes equations in only the Reynolds 

stress term, Tij = u'^up which is produced by averaging the convective term, 

UiUj = (Uj + It'i) (Uj + Uj) = ItiUj + u'iu'p 

and an equivalent term in the energy equation. 
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The Reynolds stress components are new unknowns in the set of governing equa

tions and some way of computing these terms has to be devised. This is known as 

the 'closure problem'. 

The two most widely used approaches for turbulence modelling are Reynolds Av

eraged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations and Large Eddy Simulations (LES). In 

RANS computations, all unsteady motion is modelled using transport equations for 

the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and the turbulent dissipation rate, e. Consequently, 

only the mean flow quantities can be computed. In standard LES, the effect of the 

small turbulent structures (which are dissipative in nature) on the large scales is mod

elled by an eddy viscosity, i/i, so that 1/ = uq + Ut- Neither method, in its standard 

form, can account for anisotropy or non-equilibrium effects in the modelled quantities. 

Furthermore, LES is not correctly parameterized (the eddy viscosity depends only on 

the grid mesh size A) and does not approach a R.\NS simulation in the coarse mesh 

limit. 

We propose to use the new Flow Simulation Methodology (FSM) in conjunction 

with the algebraic stress model (ASM) by Gatski & Speziale (1993), which allows 

for unsteadiness and anisotropy. The extension to non-equilibrium flows has been 

reported by Speziale (1998). In this model, the components of the turbulent stress 

tensor are computed as 

T i j  =  f { A / L k ) R i j  (2.16) 

where f{A/Lk) is a contribution function depending on A, a measure of the compu

tational grid size, and Lk = (t'^/c)^^"*, the Kolmogorov length scale. The contribution 

function is designed to provide the appropriate degree of turbulent stress to the gov

erning equations. For good spatial resolution relative to Lk (or for low Reynolds 

numbers), f{A/Lk) —> O"*" and the simulation approaches a DNS or a well resolved 

LES. On the other hand, if the numerical resolution is poor (or the Reynolds num

ber is high), / ^ 1~ and the computation approaches an unsteady RANS. With a 
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properly calibrated contribution function, the model will provide the correct subgrid 

scale stress for a resolution in between DNS and RANS. Speziale (1998) gives a more 

detailed discussion and suggests a contribution function of the form 

/(A/Lfc) = [1 - exp (-/3A/Lfc)]". (2.17) 

The model constants and n have to be calibrated using simulations from DNS to 

RANS. This calibration, however, does not depend on the flow field under investi

gation. Instead, the accuracy of the numerical schemes will be the most important 

parameter because of the artificial dissipation introduced by the numerical approxi

mation. This is particularly important in low order schemes (second order or less), 

because the numerical error is of the same order as the subgrid scale stresses provided 

by the turbulence model. More details about this issue are given by Bachman (2000), 

who investigated the turbulent boundary layer using FSM. 

The Reynolds stress in equation (2.16) is defined as 

O^X-Sii + a2^ (5i;kPn, + S.kWkr) 

-a,-

where 

^SikSkj - -SijSkiSki^ (2.18) 

~ 2 { d x j  ^  d x i j '  ~  2 [ d x j  d x , ) 

J originally given as 

f { V , 0  3 _ 27,2+6^2' (2-19) 

has to be regularized for highly strained turbulent flows, 

/{v,0 « (2-20) 

T] and ^ are invariants of the strain rate tensor and the vorticity tensor. 
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The turbulent kinetic energy, k = \l2u\u\, and the turbulent dissipation rate, c = 

11 Re{du\j dxjY, are solutions of the transport equations 

dk dk n dui d (vt dk\ 1 /o oi \ 

d e  d e  ^  c „  t  ^  d  ( V t  d e \  1 —o /rioiux 

where the eddy viscosity ut = Cfik^/e, and the constants are given by Speziale (1998) 

as 

Ce, = 1.44, C,, = 1.83, (Tk = 1.0, <7, = 1.3, = 0.09, 

and 

cci = 0.227, aj = 0.0423, Q3 = 0.0396. 

The near wall damping function, /t,, which is needed to remove the singularity in the 

destruction term in the e equation, is given as 

/tj = 1 - exp [—0.1 R e  y  k ^ ^ ^ ]  .  

Speziale k. So (1996) discuss the modelling of heat transfer in incompressible flows. 

The simplest model is derived by assuming that the Reynolds analogy holds for the 

modelled scales and introducing the turbulent Prandtl number, Prt = = 0.9, to 

model the eddy thermal diffusivity as 

With eqns 2.16, 2.18, and 2.22, a closure for the equations governing the turbulent 

motion is provided. 

It is interesting to compare a 'truncated' form of the ASM model to the standard 

form of A: — e models. If only the first term in brackets in eqn. 2.18 is considered, the 

ASM model reduces to 

Rii = lk5ij-f{v,0cti'^Sij. (2.23) 
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The comparison of this isotropic limit with the standard k — e model 

Rij = IkSij - 2C^U-Sij 
€ 

(2.24) 

shows that if aif = 2C^/^, the models are identical. However, the Van-Driest 

ramping function, in the A: — e model is introduced in an ad hoc manner to reduce 

the Reynolds stress near the wall. A typical functional form is 

where .4"'" = 25. In the model developed by Gatski k Speziale (1993), takes 

the role of i. e., it reduces the Reynolds stress near the wall. More importantly, 

it does so based on physical parameters of the flow field. 

2.2.1 Boundary conditions 

The boundary conditions for the velocity components as well as the vorticity are the 

same as in the laminar case. The conditions at the inflow boundary are prescribed 

using the solution from the boundary layer solver (see Appendix A). 

The boundary conditions for k and 6 are as follows. At the inflow boundary, 

both k and e are specified from the solution from the boundary layer solver (see 

Appendix .A.). At the outflow, a Neumann condition is used for both variables. Since 

the disturbances in the flow are damped using the buffer domain technique in the 

vorticity transport equation, no additional outflow boundary treatment is necessary 

for the k and e equations. 

Assuming the free stream is far away from the edge of the wall jet, both k and e 

are set to zero at the free stream boundary. At the wall, the turbulent kinetic energy 

is zero by definition. The boundary condition for e is not as easily specified. It can 

be shown (e.g. Launder, 1996) that 

U = l- exp [- (y+/A+)] (2.25) 

2 \dk'f^Y 
R e [ d y _  
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to first order in y. However, this boundary condition increases the stiffness of the 

system of equations. Therefore, numerous variations of this boundary conditions have 

been proposed. The one used here is 

de 

which can be derived from a Taylor expansion in the wall normal direction (Patel 

et a/., 1984). A critical assessment of boundary conditions for the dissipation rate 

equation is given by Speziale et al. (1992). 

2.2.2 Initial Conditions 

For the turbulent wall jet, the initial conditions for the vorticity, the velocities and 

the temperature are obtained from the solution of the boundary layer form of the 

Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The initial conditions for k and c are 

obtained from the solution of the boundary layer form of the Reynolds Averaged 

Navier-Stokes equations (see Appendix A). 
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3. Numerical Method 

3.1 Governing equations 

The numerical method used in the research presented here is based on the method 

described by Meitz & Fasel (2000) and in detail in Meitz (1996). It was developed 

for the simulation of transitional, incompressible boundary layers with a focus on the 

later stages of transition. For the computation of a wall jet over a heated wall, the 

energy equation as well as the temperature dependence of viscosity had to be added. 

In addition, a numerical scheme for the solution of the transport equations for k 

and e is required in the turbulence model. In this chapter, the numerical procedure 

for the solution of the vorticity transport equation, the energy equation, and the 

velocity Poisson equations are described briefly, and the reader is referred to Meitz 

(1996) for a detailed discussion of the method. The numerical integration of the 

transport equations of the turbulent kinetic energy and the turbulent dissipation rate 

is described in detail. 

3.1.1 Spatial Discretization 

The derivatives in the x- and y-directions in the governing equations are discretized 

using 4th-order compact differences (Meitz k Fasel, 2000). The grid points are equally 

spaced in the streamwise direction. In the wall normal direction, a stretching function 

is used to cluster points near the wall (Anderson et ai, 1984), 

(/3 + 1) - - 1) {((/3 + !)/(/) -

where j is the index of the grid point in wall normal direction, with j = 1 at the wall 

and j = My at the free stream. /3 is the parameter to control the distribution of grid 

points. /? —> l"*" clusters all points near the wall, /3 —> oo results in an equidistant 

grid. 
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The grid stretching is incorporated into the coefficients of the finite difference 

scheme, i. e., no mapping from a computational grid (with constant spacing) to 

the physical grid (with stretched coordinates) is necessary. Meitz & Fasel (2000) 

showed that this approach, while more tedious, yields higher accuracy compared to 

the method of coordinate transformation. 

The streamwise derivatives are approximated using upwind and downwind biased 

difference schemes at successive Runge-Kutta substeps used for time integration. 

This improves numerical accuracy and stability without increasing the computational 

effort. To avoid the emergence of grid mesh oscillations in the streamwise direction, 

the vorticity field is filtered using a five point compact difference filter (Meitz Fasel, 

2000; Lele, 1992). 

3.1.2 Time Integration 

For the time integration of the vorticity transport equations and the energy equation, 

a standard four-step explicit Runge-Kutta method (Ferziger, 1981) is used: 

where / is the vector of unknowns (ws.T), /' is the right hand side vector of the 

transport equations (2.1) and (2.5), the subscript 0 denotes the value at the old 

timestep, and the indices i, ii, Hi, and iv denote the substeps. 

At each Runge-Kutta substep, the computation proceeds as follows: First, the 

vorticity transport equation (2.1) and the energy equation (2.5) are integrated over 

one substep. Next, the velocity Poisson equations (2.4) are solved in the order given. 

From the calculated velocities, the wall vorticity components are calculated (Meitz & 

f i  —  f o +  2 / 0  

fit = A+ 5/; 

fiii = fo+ hf'ii 

(3.2b) 

(3.2c) 

(3.2d) 

(3.2a) 

fiv — /o + g(/o + 2//+ 2//^ +//„•), 
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Fasel, 2000). 

3.2 Equations for the Turbulence model 

It is well known that the numerical solution of the system of transport equations 

for turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate is very difficult. Especially for low 

Reynolds number, near wall turbulent flows, where highly stretched grids are neces

sary to resolve the flow gradients, various techniques have been adopted to overcome 

this problem. Kunz & Lakshminarayana (1992) have found that the form of the 

turbulence model, in particular the near wall damping functions used in the model, 

has a strong effect on the stability of the solution procedure. Lotstedt k Carlbom 

(1997) analyzed the stability of the fc — c equations analytically and numerically and 

concluded that the slow convergence of the solution is not only due to the very small 

time step limit, but more importantly due to an initial growth of the error in the 

solution. 

3.2.1 Spatial Discretization 

The convective terms in the k — e equations are discretized using first order upwind 

differences in the x direction. Streamwise diffusion is discretized using second order 

finite difference approximations (e.g., Anderson et ai, 1984). In the wall normal 

direction, central finite difference stencils are utilized for first derivatives, 

df _ 

9 y  V j + i  -  V j - i '  

In the limiting case yj+i — j/j-i = 2Aj/ = const, 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 
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The second derivative is discretized as 

d ' f  

dy^ 
= [2/,_i - 2(1 + r ) / r f j  +  2 / r f j + i ]  /  [(1 + r) { y j  - ] (3.5) 

(3.6) 

where r = (y^+i - yj) / (j/^ - yj-i). This reduces to 

in the limit yj+i — t/j_i = 2Ay = const. 

3.2.2 Time Integration 

For the time integration, an ADI scheme is used. Due to the nonlinear terms in the 

k — e equations, not all terms can be treated fully implicitly. With the i-direction 

treated implicitly, the semi-discretized transport equation for k takes the form 

At 
+ 

_ _^(n)^ _ ^(n) _ 
d x j  

-i(?y 
[-5©] 

" (") 1 " 
!!_ +J_ 

Q2j^[n+l) 

dx CTjk Re dx^ 

dy 

(fi) 1 i/j ' 1 
CTk Re ay2 • 

(3.7) 

The superscript (n) denotes the time level. Since the k - e  equations are very closely 

coupled, it is advantageous to solve them in parallel, i. e., solve the first half step of 

the .ADI scheme for and update the right hand side, and then solve 

for and 
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4. Results 

4.1 The Laminar Wall Jet 

The calculations presented here were performed in a joint effort with theoretical and 

experimental investigations of laminar heated wall jets that were forced by periodic 

perturbations. The first results of the experimental investigation were published 

by Quintana et al. (1997). In the experiments, the wall jet exits at a velocity of 

Uj = 1.5 ms"' through a nozzle of width b = 3.2 mm into a quiescent surrounding. 

The jet exit Reynolds number is Rcj = Ujb/u = 320. To investigate the effect 

of perturbations of the velocity field on the temperature distribution, a heated test 

surface was built into the bottom of the test section of a closed return wind tunnel. 

The heating starts downstream of the nozzle, thus creating an unheated starting 

length. Due to thermal conduction in the wall, the exact wall temperature upstream 

of the test surface was not known. 

The simulations closely match the geometry and the flow parameters of the ex

perimental setup. The temperature boundary conditions were chosen to match the 

experiments, T^/Tx = 103 with T<jo = 296.55 K, on the heated test surface. How

ever, the effect of the unheated starting length had to be approximated. Numerous 

computations with different wall temperature distributions upstream of the test sur

face were performed to find the best agreement of the computational results and 

the measurements. To obtain comparable results using the similarity solution, the 

Prandtl number Pr was adjusted to Pr' = 1.4 to match the thickness of the thermal 

boundary layer with the measurements. 

The focus of this section is on the early stages of trzmsition, both in the linear and 

nonlinear regimes. These early stages of transition of the wall jet have been found by 

many authors to be predominantly two dimensional (Bajura & Catalano, 1975; Zhou 

et al., 1992; Wernz k. Fasel, 1996; Quintana, 1997). 
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The numerical procedure outlined in section 3.1 has been used extensively by Meitz 

k Fasel (2000) and Wernz & Fasel (1996,1997) for the investigation of boundary layer 

and wall jet transition, respectively. For the computations presented here, a grid with 

mi = 201 in the x-direction and mg = 100 points in the y-direction has been used 

(the grid stretching parameter 0 = 1.05). The resulting grid spacing is dx = 0.25, 

dUwaii = 0.0186, and the domain size is 5 < z < 50 (x measured from the virtual 

origin), j/^ax = 10. With a timestep of dt = 0.0269, the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy 

number is CFL = dt/dx = 0.1076. 

4.1.1 Bcise flow 

To assess the importance of the temperature dependence of the viscosity u and the 

thermal conductivity K, two sets of simulations were performed. In the first, both 

V and K were held constant at a value corresponding to Too, whereas in the second 

complete temperature dependence of v and k was included in the calculation. 

k comparison of the calculated base flows with the similarity solution (Glauert, 

1956; Likhachev k. Tumin, 1996) and the measurements is given in figure 4.1. The 

dotted and dashed lines represent the computed base flow for temperature dependent 

and independent v and K, respectively, and the solid line represents the similarity 

solution. The numerical results are obtained by solving the Navier-Stokes equations 

in a time-dependent fashion, however without the introduction of any time-dependent 

disturbances. After a small initial adjustment, the steady state is reached. The 

figure shows base flow profiles at three downstream locations, x/6 = 12,16,20. The 

wall normal coordinate y is normalized using the local half width JQ.S (the distance 

from the wall at which the velocity in the outer shear layer reaches one half the 

local maximum velocity). The u-velocity is normalized with the local maximum 

velocity, and the temperature is plotted as T = — T^)/{I — T^). At all three 

streamwise locations, excellent agreement between simulations, the similarity solution 
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Figure 4.1 Comparison of the base flow computed with constant (• • •) and temperature 
dependent ( ) u and k. Experimental results (•) and the similarity solution (—) 
are shown for comparison. (— • -) shows the similarity solution without unheated 
starting length 

and experiments is achieved. Because of the small temperature difference between wall 

and free stream, the viscosity and thermal conductivity change by only about 2%, so 

that the u-velocity and the temperature profiles for both simulations, (i^, k) constant 

and {i/, k) variable, are virtually identical. To show the effect of the unheated starting 

length, the similarity solution of the energy equation (for constant wall temperature) 

is included in the graphs. Figure 4.2 shows the streamwise development of the jet half 

width, Jo.5, the local maximum jet velocity, Um, and the thickness of the temperature 

boundary layer, ^ (defined as the y location where T = 0.5). The agreement 

between experiments and computations is excellent, except for 5to,i at x/b = 12, 

where the experimental value is about 10% lower than the computed value. This 

corresponds to the slight difference in the temperature profile (figure 4.1) at the first 

measurement location. 
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Figure 4.2 Comparison of the computed base flow (—) with experimental results (•). 
The graphs show the jet half width (J0.5, the local maximum velocity Um, and the half 
w i d t h  o f  t h e  t e m p e r a t u r e  p r o f i l e  a s  a  f u n c t i o n  o f  d o w n s t r e a m  l o c a t i o n  x / b  

4.1.2 Small disturbance amplitudes 

For detailed investigations of the stability of the wall jet, disturbances of two different 

frequencies {Pj = 0.045, 15j = 0.094, = Fb/Uj) were introduced into an otherwise 

undisturbed wall jet flow (base flow). The calculated cases are shown in the dia

gram of linear stability theory, figure 4.3. The line segments indicate the trajectory 

in the stability diagram as the downstream coordinate increases. The location of 

the inflow and outflow boundary as well as the location of the blowing and suction 

slot (disturbance input) is indicated in the stability diagram. As can be observed 

from the stability diagram, the shear layer mode is amplified for /3, = 0.045, and 

the boundary layer mode for 0j = 0.094. Here, the convention of defining the two 

modes of instability is based on which of the two maxima of the u-velocity amplitude 

distribution is higher. If the wall nearest maximum is largest, the dominant mode 

is the boundary layer mode. Qualitatively, the amplitude distribution can be viewed 
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Figure 4.3 Linear stability diagram. Res = UmSo.sli', Ps = 27rF5o.5/C/m- Bound
ary layer mode. • • • Shear layer mode. (•) shows the experimental measurement 
locations, (•) the corresponding locations in the computations 

as a superposition of the eigenfunctions of a boundary layer near the wall and a free 

shear layer, extending from the velocity maximum outward. 

To be able to compare the results of the simulations to results from linear stability 

theory as well as the experiments, the disturbance amplitude was chosen at a very 

low ( j) = 0.0005C/j) level. A quantitative comparison of the experiments, simulation 

results, and results from linear theory has to be performed carefully, due to limitations 

in the linear stability theory. The most important issue is the presence of only one 

mode in the linear stability analysis. 

In contrast, in the direct numerical simulations as well as the experiments, the flow 

is forced with a predetermined frequency, which introduces both modes of instability 

into the flow field. Even if one of the modes is damped, the amplitude distributions 

will reflect its presence for some distance downstream of the disturbance slot (or the 

nozzle in the experiments). 
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In figures 4.4 and 4.5, the eunplitude and phase distributions of the u velocity and 

the temperature, as obtained from the simulations, are plotted for a forcing frequency 

of I3j = 0.045. Comparing the results of the simulation with the eigenfunction ob

tained from linear stability theory, the agreement is generally good (in view of the 

discussion above). However, the magnitude of the near wall peak of the u-velocity 

amplitude distribution is overpredicted by linear theory. In fact, the experimental 

results also exhibit a lower inner maximum and in general agree very well with the 

results of the simulations. In figure 4.5, the temperature amplitude and phase dis

tributions are shown for the same case. The agreement between simulations, linear 

theory and simulations is very good. The slight deviation of the results of the simula

tions from linear stability theory is most likely due to the small difference between the 

base flow profile used in the simulations and the temperature profile obtained from 

the similarity solution, showing the effect of the unknown temperature distribution 

upstream of the measurement locations (see figures 4.1 and 4.2). 

Figure 4.6 shows a comparison of the calculated u-velocity amplitude and phase 

distribution with the results from linear stability theory and the measurements for 

the case of = 0.094. The agreement between the results of linear stability theory, 

experiment, and the simulation is very good. 

The temperature amplitude and corresponding phase distributions are shown in 

figure 4.7. The agreement is not quite as good as for the velocity profiles. As can be 

seen from the base flow temperature profiles (figure 4.1), the largest deviation occurs 

at the y location where the temperature gradient of the base flow changes the most. 

This in turn leads to the largest difference between measurements and DNS results. A 

possible explanation is that the upstream conduction in the wall of the experimental 

apparatus results in heating of the fluid in the nozzle, and, with the mixing in the 

nozzle, in effectively heating the whole wall jet. This effect can only be captured if 

the upstream wall temperature distribution is known exactly. 
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Figure 4.4 u-velocity amplitude and phase distribution, 0j = 0.045. Comparison of 
simulations (•••)! experiments (•), and linear stability theory results (—) 
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Figure 4.5 Temperature amplitude and phase distribution, /3j = 0.045. Comparison 
of simulations (•••)) experiments (•), and linear stability theory results (—) 
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Figure 4.6 u-velocity amplitude and phase distribution, 3j = 0.094. Comparison of 
simulations (•••)! experiments (•), and linear stability theory results (—) 
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Figure 4.7 Temperature amplitude and phase distribution, /3j = 0.094. Comparison 
of simulations (•••), experiments (•), and linear stability theory results (—) 
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Case A f / U j  A J U ,  
CaseOl 5 X 10-" -

Case02 1 X 10-2 -

Case03 1.5 X 10"^ -

Case04 1 X 10"'̂  1 X 10-3 

Case05 1 X 10-^ 1 X 10-2 

Case06 1.5 X 10-'̂  1 X 10-3 

CaseO? 1.5 X lO"'' 5 X 10-3 

Table 4.1 Disturbance amplitudes of the fundamental (-4/) and the subharmonic 
(.4j) frequency for the large amplitude cases. The fundamental frequency is either 
3j = 0.045 or 0j = 0.094 

4.1.3 Large disturbance amplitudes 

4.1.3.1 Mean flow 

When the disturbance amplitude is increased, nonlinear effects become significant. 

Table 4.1 shows the forcing amplitudes of the different cases discussed below. Accord

ing to linear stability theory, the shear layer mode is unstable for a forcing frequency 

of I3j = 0.045 and the boundary layer mode of the wall jet is unstable for Pj = 0.094. 

The effect of large amplitude forcing on the mean flow can be seen in figures 4.8-

4.11. Unless noted otherwise, the wall normal direction is normalized using the half 

width of the undisturbed wall jet. At a frequency of = 0.045, the forcing has no 

appreciable effect on the mean flow profiles (figure 4.8). This was first attributed to 

the fact that wall blowing and suction is not very efficient in disturbing the shear layer 

mode, but Quintana (1997) reported very similar results for a completely different 

forcing mechanism. Only when the amplitude levels are increased considerably (to 

three times the amplitudes of CaseOT), a small distortion of the mean flow develops 

(figures 4.8 and 4.9). Note that even when a subharmonic disturbance is introduced 

{Pj = 0.0225, Case04 through CaseOT), the mean flow distortion remains minimal. 

For a frequency of Pj = 0.094, forcing at the smallest (linear) amaplitude level has 
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of mean flow distortion of u-velocity and temperature for 
different forcing amplitudes. /3j = 0.045. The dotted line shows the results when the 
forcing amplitudes are three times higher than in Case07 

no appreciable effect on the mean flow. If the amplitudes are increased to u = O.OlC/j 

(Case02) and v = 0.015C/j (Case03), the mean flow starts to become distorted. First, 

the location of the maximum u velocity is shifted away from the wall, thereby in

creasing the spreading rate of the wall jet (top of figures 4.10 and 4.11). Second, the 

maximum mean velocity decreases compared to the undisturbed base flow. Indepen

dent of the forcing frequency or amplitude (above a certain threshold), the wall shear 

stress, Tu;, is reduced, figures 4.9 and 4.11. 

The effect of high amplitude forcing on the temperature distribution is shown 

at the bottom of figures 4.8-4.11. As for the velocity profiles, the effect of forcing 

at /3j = 0.094 is much more pronounced. With an increase in forcing amplitude, 

the mean temperature profile develops an inflection point, which in turn yields an 

increase in wall heat transfer. 

Both of these nonlinear effects can be observed more clearly in figure 4.12, where 
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of mean flow distortion of u-veiocity and temperature for 
different forcing amplitudes. /?j = 0.045. Near wall region. The dotted line shows the 
results when the forcing amplitudes are three times higher than in C£ise07 
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Figure 4.10 Comparison of mean flow distortion of u-velocity and temperature for 
different forcing amplitudes (see table 4.1). Pj = 0.094 
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Figure 4.11 Comparison of mean flow distortion of u-velocity and temperature for 
different forcing amplitudes (see table 4.1). dj = 0.094. Near wall region. See 
figure 4.10 for the legend 

the normalized skin friction, c/ = du/dy\y=o, and the normalized wall heat transfer 

coefficient, = dT/dy\y-Q, are plotted versus the streamwise coordinate x. For all 

but the smallest forcing amplitude, a strong deviation from the unforced case can 

be observed. In all cases, the wall shear is reduced, while the wall heat transfer is 

increased. 

This result has to be seen as a contradiction of the Reynolds analogy, 2 S t / c f  =  

Pr-'^l^ To emphasize this, figure 4.13 shows 2St/cf, the analogy factor, over the 

downstream distance r, for the case of /3j = 0.094. For the undisturbed case, the 

analogy factor decreases slightly in streamwise direction. Far downstream, the anal

ogy factor decreases to « 0.8. But when disturbances of high amplitude are 

introduced, the analogy factor increases sharply, showing an obvious deviation from 

the behavior predicted by the Reynolds analogy. As can be seen from figure 4.12, both 

the reduction of the skin friction and the increase in the wall heat transfer contribute 
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Figure 4.12 Skin friction coefficient c/ and wall heat transfer coefficient Sit for 3j = 
0.094. See table 4.1 for an explanation of the different cases. 

to the increase of the analogy factor. With increasing disturbance amplitude, the 

deviation from the undisturbed base flow occurs earlier and the difference between 

base flow and mean flow becomes larger. However, in contrast to the experimental 

results, the analogy factor does not increase in the whole domain. In fact, it decays 

downstream of x/6 = 19 for Case02 and x/b = 12 for CaseOS. 

To investigate the cause of this difference between experiments and simulations, 

the power spectra of the experiments were scrutinized more closely. The experimental 

spectra indicate a subharmonic component with an initially small amplitude (the 

energy of the subharmonic is about 10% of the fundamental at x/b = 12). This 

subharmonic grows rapidly, and at the last measurement station, x/b = 20, the 

energy of the subharmonic is higher than that of the fundamental (Quintana, 1997). 

This energy transfer from the fundamental to the subharmonic is a manifestation of 

the vortex pairing, which was observed by many authors (e.g. Bajura & Catalano, 

1975; Wernz k. Fasel, 1996) as discussed earlier. In the simulations described above. 
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Figure 4.13 Analogy factor, 2St fc f ,  for I3j = 0.094. See table 4.1 for an explanation 
of the different cases. The forcing level of the experiments is defined as |(uJ„ai)l/^j 
of the fundamental disturbance at the nozzle exit plane. 

the flow was forced with only the fundamental frequency and the exclusion of the 

subharmonic prevented this energy transfer. 

Therefore, in subsequent simulations, subharmonic forcing was added to the fun

damental disturbance and the amplitude level of the subharmonic was varied (see 

table 4.1). High amplitudes of the subharmonic disturbances result in values of the 

analogy factor that are comparable to the experimental ones (figure 4.14). This is 

a clear indication that it is not the amplitude of the fundamental disturbance itself, 

but rather the subharmonic cascade that is responsible for the dramatic increase of 

the analogy factor. A comparison of cases Case03, Case06, and Case07 (figure 4.14), 

which differ only in the disturbance amplitude of the subharmonic, clearly demon

strates the role of the subharmonic: The higher the amplitude of the subharmonic, 

the stronger the deviation of the analogy factor from the undisturbed case. 
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Figure 4.14 Analogy factor, Pj = 0.094. See table 4.1 for an explanation of the 
different cases. 
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4.1.3.2 Fluctuating quantities 

To clarify the role of the disturbance waves in the changes of the mean flow profiles 

shown in the preceding section, the time dependent flow fields have to be exam

ined. The top three graphs in figure 4.15 shows a comparison of the Reynolds stress 

distribution obtained from the simulations, the experiments and linear theory. The 

experimental data show a peak near y/5o.5 = 0-4, which is also present in the compu

tational results at xjh = 12. In the computations, however, this peak decays rapidly 

in downstream direction. At the last measurement station, x/b = 20, the agreement 

between results from linear theory and simulations is excellent. The differences to the 

experimental results are possibly due to inaccuracies in the determination of v' from 

the measured v! distribution (Quintana, 1997). The top graphs in figures 4.16-4.18 

show the distribution of u'v' in the wall normal direction for cases CaseOl, CaseOS, 

and Case06. The velocity profiles of the undisturbed base flow and the mean flow are 

included in the figures for comparison. 

From the momentum equation 2.15a, the effect of u'v' is equivalent to a local 

increase in viscosity. According to the Prandtl mixing length hypothesis, this cor

responds to a reduction of the velocity gradient wherever u'v' is large, a trend that 

can be observed in figures 4.16-4.18. It is interesting to note that even for a forced 

laminar wall jet the Bussinesq approximation, uV = f{du/dy), especially uV = 0 

where {du/dy) = 0, does not hold, a well known characteristic of turbulent wall jets 

(Launder k Rodi, 1983). 

To qualitatively analyze the effect of the forcing on the temperature field, the 

location and size of the large structures, identified using the A2 < 0 criterion (Jeong 

k Hussain, 1995), is plotted and compared to the instantaneous temperature field. 

In figure 4.19(a), the temperature field of the undisturbed base flow is shown in gray 

scale for comparison. Note that the spatial coordinates are scaled with the global 

length scale b (the nozzle height in the experiments), so the growth of the jet width 
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in downstream direction becomes apparent. If only single frequency disturbances are 

introduced, figure 4.19(b), a very regular, staggered pattern of vortices develops, as 

was observed previously by Wemz & Fasel (1996). 

The temperature field is governed by the local, unsteady convection. With the 

developing vortical disturbances, the temperature field is altered significantly when 

compared to the undisturbed base flow. Qualitatively speaking, the structures near 

the wall turn clockwise, transporting high temperature fluid away from the wall on 

the upstream side, while convecting colder ambient fluid towards the wall on the 

downstream side. The outer row of vortices, turning counterclockwise, enhance this 

flow pattern by entraining cold ambient fluid on their upstream side. Inside the vor

tical structures, the instantaneous temperature gradient dT/dy can become positive, 

locally leading to a reversal of the heat flux (now toward the wall). This effect is 

more pronounced for the inner row of vortices. 

If, in addition, a disturbance with half the frequency (subharmonic) is introduced, 

vortex pairing occurs. For high enough amplitudes of the subharmonic, figures 4.19(c) 

and 4.19(d), the subharmonic disturbances dominate the flow. With increasing am

plitude level, the location of the pairing process is moved upstream. 

With the growth of the subharmonic (i. e., a halfing of the fundamental frequency), 

the length scale doubles, and the vortices extend further into the ambient fluid. This 

results in a rapid growth of the wall jet thickness (see figure 4.10), and a corresponding 

growth of the thermal boundary layer thickness. As can be seen in figures 4.19(c) and 

4.19(d) at x/b = 17, local pockets of cold fluid develop instantaneously, leading to 

very large temperature gradients near the wall. This very high localized heat transfer 

rate leads to an increase in the average heat transfer from the wall, which manifests 

itself in the distortion of the mean temperature profiles (see figure 4.11). 

To gain a better understanding of these processes, the eddy thermal diffusivity, 

commonly used in the analysis of turbulent flows, is utilized to analyze the unsteady 

flow field. Since small, turbulent scales are not present in the simulations, the effect 
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Figure 4.19 Instantaneous temperature distribution and structures in the flow field. 
Downstream distance x and wall nonnal distance y are scaled with the jet nozzle 
height b. Contour lines show the instantaneous location of vortices (identified using 
the A2 < 0 criterion of Jeong & Hussain, 1995) 
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of the large scale instability waves is captured by v't', the correlation between normal 

velocity and temperature fluctuations, v't' as a function of y/(Jo.5 is shown in the 

bottom graphs of figures 4.16 - 4.18, together with the mean temperature profile and 

the undisturbed base flow, v' and if are taken as /' = /—/o. i- e-, ail unsteady Fourier 

components combined. All plots are for a fundamental frequency of fij = 0.094. 

From the energy equation 2.15b, the heat transfer through a unit area parallel to 

the wall is the sum of thermal conduction and the eddy heat flux, 

In figure 4.15, the bottom graphs show a comparison of v't' for the linear case. 

Consistent with the findings for the temperature baiseflow (figure 4.1) and amplitude 

distributions (figure 4.7), the results of the simulations and linear theory agree very 

well at x/6 = 20, except in the outer region of the wall jet, where the linear theory 

predicts a higher secondary peak in t/F. Comparing the results to the measurements 

shows fairly good agreement. 

.\s seen in figures 4.17, v't' has a local maximum at the y location where the 

inflection point in the mean temperature profile develops (note the difference in the 

scale of v't'). The increase in the forcing amplitude affects mainly the peak of near 

y/^0.5 = li which is reduced in relative magnitude. In CaseOS, a second weak peak 

develops near y/^o.s = 0.6, which is even more pronounced in Case05 and CaseOG, 

resulting in an almost constant temperature distribution between y/(Jo.5 = 0.3 and 

y/^0.5 = 0.5. 

The strong correlation of the y location of the increase in v't' and the reduction of 

dT/dy suggests that the large structures captured by v't' indeed are the main source 

for the large mean flow distortion and the development of the inflection point in the 

mean temperature profile. 
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4.1.4 Discussion 

The effect of two-dimensional forcing on a laminar wall jet with heat transfer has 

been investigated using Direct Numerical Simulations. For the simulations, highly 

accurate time and space discretization schemes were employed. The simulation code 

was validated by comparison of the computational results with linear stability theory. 

The flow was forced with a predominantly shear layer mode, = 0.045, and a 

predominantly boundary layer mode, 0j = 0.094. Forcing the shear layer mode had 

no significant influence on the mean velocity and temperature profiles. At very high 

disturbance amplitude levels {v' = O.Olf/o), a slight decrease in wall shear stress and 

a small increase in wall heat transfer was found. 

Significant changes of the mean flow were observed when forcing the boundary 

layer mode, = 0.094. For very low disturbance amplitudes, the simulations show 

very good agreement with results from linear stability theory. Increasing the ampli

tude leads to a strong nonlinear distortion of the mean flow which was also observed 

in experiments. The skin friction is reduced markedly, the local maximum velocity is 

decreased, and the wall heat transfer is increased. 

It was shown that the large structures, generated by introducing periodic distur

bances into the flow (by blowing/suction at the wall), are indeed the main cause for 

the strong mean flow distortion of both velocity and temperature. 

Forcing introduces two staggered rows of vortical disturbances. At high ampli

tudes, these structures increase the mixing within the wall jet (as shown by the 

maximum in the Reynolds stress distribution), which increases the spreading rate 

and reduces the skin friction. In addition, the large structures entraun cold fluid from 

the ambient, and hot fluid is convected away from the wall, which leads to an increase 

in the effective thermal diffusion. Locally, the highly unsteady flow field leads to the 

development of very high wall temperature gradients and in the mean to an inflection 

point in the temperature profile and an increase in the wall heat transfer. 
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Although these results are unexpected in light of the Reynolds analogy, which 

predicts that the wall heat transfer is proportional to the skin friction, they can be 

understood when the effect of the unsteady structures is examined more closely. In 

general, unsteady motion will increase mixing. In the wall jet, since the jet momentum 

is concentrated in a thin layer near the wall, the two rows of vortical disturbances 

have an opposite effect on the mean velocity profile near the wall. On the one hand, 

the near wall structures, which are located in the boundary layer region, will tend to 

increase the skin friction like in the forced laminar boundary layer. On the other hand, 

the structures in the shear layer region will redistribute momentum away from the 

velocity maximum, thereby reducing the maximum velocity, increasing the spreading 

rate, and as a result reducing the skin friction. It is the sum of these two competing 

mechanisms that is seen as the change in skin friction in the perturbed laminar wall 

jet. 

For the wall heat transfer, the scenario is different. Since the wall is kept at a 

different temperature than the ambient fluid, the nondimensional temperature profile 

is very similar to that of a flat plate boundary layer. In particular, the isothermal 

ambient fluid presents an infinite source of internal energy, similar to the free stream 

in a boundary layer presents an infinite source of momentum. The increase in diffusion 

due to the unsteady motion decreases temperature gradients locally, which leads to 

the inflection point in the mean temperature profile. With the wall and ambient 

temperature being fixed, this leads to an increase in the temperature gradient near 

the boundaries, i.e., the wall and the free stream. This, in turn, results in the increase 

of the wall heat transfer. 

4.2 The Turbulent Wall Jet 

The computation of the base flow for the turbulent wall jet is not as straightforward 

as for its laminar counterpart, since the turbulent wall jet is not strictly self similar. 
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However, with the solution of the governing equations in boundary layer form (see 

Appendix A), the computation can be started. In fact, in the RANS limit (/(A) = 1), 

the procedure is the same as for laminar flow, i.e., the unsteady code is used to 

converge the base flow from an approximate initial condition (see section 4.1.1). 

The turbulence model described in section 2.2 is used for the computations pre

sented here. \ comparison of the results of the standard k — e model, the ASM 

model, and the models by Sarkar k So (1997) and Myong &: Kasagi (1990) is given 

in .Appendix .A.. 

For the results shown here, the jet exit velocity is Uj = 30 ms~^ and the nozzle 

height is 6 = 5 mm, which yields a jet exit Reynolds number Rej = 10,000. These 

parameters were chosen to compare to one of the cases investigated experimentally 

by Katz et al. (1992). In addition, Wygnanski et al. (1992) found that the profiles 

are only self similar above a minimum jet Reynolds number of Re^ « 7,000. Schober 

(1999) confirms this limit, showing that in his experiments self similarity is achieved 

for Rej = 10,000. The temperature ratio between wall and free stream was chosen 

as T^/Too = 1.1, with Tgo = 300 K. As in the laminar case, the heating started at 

the nozzle exit. Since the fluid under consideration is air, the Prandtl number is 

Pr = 0.71. 

Due to the expected very large gradients near the wall, the grid spacing has to 

be reduced near the wall. In addition, the spreading rate of the turbulent wall jet is 

higher than that of the laminar wall jet, which can only be accommodated with an 

increase in the height of the computational domain. With the results of the resolution 

study reported in Appendix A, m2 = 200 points are used in the wall normal direction, 

and the grid stretching parameter is l3 = 1.001. 

The time step has to be reduced significantly to dt = 0.022 due to the very fine 

wall normal resolution at the wall (dj/u, = 0.00234). With dx = 0.5, the CFL number 

becomes CFL = 0.044. The computational domain size is 40 < x < 240, ymax = 60. 
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4.2.1 Base flow-

In this section, the computational results of the turbulent mean flow without dis

turbances are compared with experimental data, which was taken from a series of 

publications describing the investigation of an inlet wall jet in a rectangular enclo

sure (Eriksson et al, 1998). The experiments were conducted in a water tank. The 

jet exits at a velocity of Uj = 1 ms~^ through a nozzle 6 = 10 mm high, which yields 

a jet exit Reynolds number of Rej = 10,000. The published results where obtained 

at two downstream locations, x/b = 70 and x/b = 150. Although the setup is slightly 

different than the case investigated here, the authors report results in great detail, 

which facilitates the comparison. In addition, Andersson et al. (1993) computed this 

flow using a full Reynolds-stress transport model (RSM), which enables a direct com

parison with the results of the Algebraic Stress .VIodel (.ASM) detailed in section 2.2. 

For clarity, only the downstream location of  x /b  =  140 is shown in the following 

plots. These profiles are representative for a large section of the integration domain, 

excluding the regions close to the inflow and outflow boundaries. 

The computed mean profile for the u-velocity is shown in figure 4.20 in outer 

coordinates. Overall, very good agreement with experimental data by Eriksson et al. 

(1998) is achieved. When the u-velocity is plotted in inner coordinates (u"*" = u/ur, 

y+ = yur/u, Ut = yjr^/p, figure 4.21), it is seen that the viscous sublayer is resolved 

with about 5 points within < 5 and the results show excellent agreement with the 

theoretical curve = y'^. 

In the logarithmic layer, = /llogj/''" + B, the computed maximum u-velocity 

is slightly lower than the measured value and the theoretical prediction, a tendency 

which was also observed by Hammond (1982) and Gerodimos Sc So (1997). It should 

be noted that for the turbulent wall jet, the constants in the logarithmic law, = 

.41nj/"^ + B, vary considerable between authors (Launder k Rodi, 1983). The values 

chosen here are u"*" = 2.5 Iny"*" + 5.0, which seem to be widely accepted for turbulent 
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boundary layers. In close agreement, Dakos et al. (1984) use = 2.44 In y"'" + 5.0 

to fit their wall jet data. However, Wygnanski et al. (1992) point out that for a 

log law of the form = A logjo y'^ + B only the slope appears to be constant 

(.4 = 5.5), whereas B strongly depends on the Reynolds number (4.9 < B < 9.2 for 

3700 < Rcj < 19300). Nizou & Tida (1995) report u"*" = 1.80 Iny"*" +8.1 as the best 

fit to their measurements. This log law is included in figure 4.21 for comparison. 

The wail normal velocity component, v, is plotted in outer coordinates in fig

ure 4.22 and in inner coordinates in figure 4.23. The agreement with the experimen

tal data is good, considering the difficulties with the measurement of this velocity 

component. In fact, Zhou et al. (1996) show that the difference between hot-wire 

measurements and a computation of v (by integrating the continuity equation using 

the measured u velocity distribution) is considerable. Unfortunately, measurements 

of V are rarely reported in the literature. 

Figure 4.24 shows the wall jet half width as a function of downstream distance. 

The downstream location is corrected for the location of the "virtual nozzle", which 

is determined such that the linear upstream extrapolation of {Uj/UmY is equal to one 

for {x - Xo)/6 = 0. In the case presented here, xo/6 w 23. The data are scaled using 

the normalization proposed by Sreenivasan k. Narcisimha (1982), where the length 

scale is /M and M = Ujb is the jet momentum at the nozzle exit. The spreading 

rate dyo.s/dx = 0.073 is in excellent agreement with the value given in Launder & 

Rodi (1981) and the experimental results. 

The decay of the maximum jet velocity Um is plotted in figure 4.25, again in nor

malized coordinates with the velocity scale U = M/u. The results are in very good 

agreement, although the computational results are slightly higher than the experi

ments. Schober (1999) shows a similar trend when comparing his measurements with 

the data by Wygnanski et al. (1992). 

Figure 4.26 shows the skin friction coefficient as a function of downstream distance. 

The computational results indicate a slightly lower decay rate than the curve fit by 
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VVygnanski et al. (1992). This yields skin friction values which are approximately 

50% too high towards the downstream end of the computational domain. Schober 

(1999) points out that his results are also in much better agreement with early results 

by Bradshaw & Gee (1960), who found a higher skin friction than Wygnanski et al. 

(1992). Unfortunately, the results by Bradshaw & Gee (1960) cannot be converted to 

the scaling of figure 4.26. Therefore, figure 4.27 shows the local skin friction coefficient 

c/ = T^/{\/2pU^) as a function of local maximum Reynolds number Rem = Umym/^-

In these coordinates, the computational results are only about 20% higher than the 

curve fit reported by Bradshaw k Gee (1960) and Sigalla (1958), and the streamwise 

development is in good agreement with the curve fits reported in their publications. 

•A. similar deviation was reported for the k—e model tested by Andersson et al. (1993). 

Although plotting the results in the coordinates of figure 4.27 indicates reason

able agreement with earlier measurements and computations, both Rem and c/ are 

extraordinarily difficult to determine accurately, because both quantities depend on 

the accurate determination of Um and y^. In addition, the experimental determina

tion of Tu, is highly controversial (see Wygnanski et al., 1992; Schober, 1999). But 

only if all three quantities are measured or computed accurately—or if errors cancel 

fortuitously—will the results agree. 

Results for all three Reynolds stress components, i?n, R22, and Rn, are shown in 

both inner and outer coordinates in figures 4.28-4.33. In outer coordinates, the com

putational results show good agreement with the experimental findings. The largest 

deviation is in Rn, which is too low near the wall. The comparison of the streamwise 

and the wall normal component of the Reynolds stress shows the anisotropic nature 

of the turbulent wall jet, i?ii ^ R22. Comparing figures 4.28 and 4.29, it becomes 

clear that the turbulence model used in the computation is indeed able to predict the 

anisotropy in the turbulent wall jet. 

The Reynolds shear stress, R12, is plotted in figure 4.30. Excellent agreement 

between experiments and computations is achieved. Near the wall, y/yo.5 < 0.4, 
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the experimental results are slightly underpredicted. This is observed more clearly 

in figure 4.33, where R12 is plotted in wall coordinates. Comparing figure 4.33 and 

figure 4.21 shows the well known nonequilibrium nature of the wall jet, indicated 

by the displacement of the location of zero Reynolds shear stress from the location 

of maximum velocity in the experimental data (see section 1.2). Since the ASM is 

used in its equilibrium form (see section 2.2), these two locations have to coincide in 

the computation. This explains the deviation of the computed R12 profiles from the 

experimental results. In addition, this could also affect the location of the velocity 

maximum, which is slightly closer to the wall (j/m/yo.s = 0.13) than the mean of 

experimental findings, j/m/2/0.5 ̂  0.15 (see inset in figure 4.20). 

In figure 4.34 the temperature distribution is shown in outer coordinates. Excel

lent agreement with the experimental results by Myers et al. (1963) is achieved. The 

experimental data are rescaled by a factor of 1/Pr since the authors plotted the tem

perature as a function of y/A, where A is the temperature boundary layer thickness. 

Figure 4.35 shows the temperature distribution in wall coordinates. The temperature 

is defined as = (T^, — T)  /Tr ,  where % = qajpc^Ur and go is the wall heat 

flux. In the viscous sublayer, T'^ = Pr y^. In the log layer, = Ar Iny*" -i- Bt, but 

it seems unclear if At and Br are constants. At is commonly chosen to be constant, 

but Bt has been reported to be a function of Prandtl number (Kader & Yaglom, 

1972; Kays k. Crawford, 1980; Nizou, 1984) or downstream distance (Dakos et a/., 

1984). .\11 variants of the log law are included in figure 4.35. The computational 

results show excellent agreement with the logarithmic law proposed by Nizou (1984). 

In summary, the results in this section confirm that the ASM model chosen for this 

research is capable of predicting the mean flow characteristics of the turbulent wall 

jet as adequately as other two-equation models. Even though non-equilibrium effects 

are not included, good agreement with the experimental findings was achieved. To 

analyze the turbulence model in more detail, key quantities of the ASM are discussed 

in the following section. 
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Figure 4.21 Streamwise velocity in wall coordinates, o experimental results at x/b =• 
70, • at x/b = 150 (Eriksson et ai, 1998). • • • log law by Nizou & Tida (1995) 
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Figure 4.22 Normal velocity in outer coordinates, o Experimental results at x/6 = 70, 
• at x/6 = 150 (Eriksson et ai, 1998) 
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Figure 4.23 Normal velocity in wall coordinates, o Experimental results at x /b  = 70, 
• at i/6 = 150 (Eriksson et ai, 1998) 
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Figure 4.25 Normalized local maximum velocity as a function of normalized down
stream distance. Curve fit by Wygnanski et al. (1992), ••• Computational 
results 
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Figure 4.26 Normalized skin friction coefficient as a function of normalized down
stream distance. Curve fit by Wygnanski et al. (1992), ••• Computational 
results 
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Figure 4.27 Local skin friction coefficient c/ = T^I{\f2pUl^ as a function of local 
Reynolds number Rem = Um.yml^- Computational results. For comparison, • • • 
shows the curve fit by Bradshaw & Gee (1960) and is the curve fit by Sigalla 
(1958) 
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Figure 4.28 Streamwise component of the Re3rnolds stress, Rn, in outer coordinates, 
o experimental results at x/6 = 70, • at z/6 = 150 (Eriksson et ai, 1998) 
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Figure 4.29 Normal component of the Reynolds stress, R22, in outer coordinates, 
o experimental results at x/6 = 70, • at x/b = 150 (Eriksson et ai, 1998) 
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Figure 4.30 Reynolds shear stress, R12, in outer coordinates, o experimental results 
at x/b = 70, • at x/6 = 150 (Eriksson et ai, 1998) 
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Figure 4.31 Streamwise component of the Reynolds stress, Ru, in wall coordinates, 
o experimental results at x/b = 70, • at x/b = 150 (Eriksson et ai, 1998) 
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Figure 4.32 Normal component of the Reynolds stress, R22, in wall coordinates, o ex
perimental results at x/b = 70, • at x/h = 150 (Eriksson et ai, 1998) 
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Figure 4.33 Reynolds shear stress, R12, in wail coordinates, o experimental results at 
x/b = 70, • at x/b = 150 (Eriksson et ai, 1998) 
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Figure 4.34 Temperature distribution in outer coordinates, o Experimental results 
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Figure 4.35 Temperature distribution in wall coordinates, o Experimental results 
by Nizou (1981). ••• T+ = 2.12In+ 3.8 (Kader & Yaglom, 1972). r+ = 
2.195 InT/"*" + 3.712(Kays & Crawford, 1980) {Pr  = 0.71). T"*" = 1.8Iny"*" + 8.1 
(Nizou k Tida, 1995). T"*" = 2.51ny''"+i4fl (Dakos et ai, 1984) {Aq = 4.5.. .3.6) 
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4.2.1.1 Turbulence model quantities 

Since the turbulent wjill jet is often being used as a prototypical flow to test turbulence 

models, the most important quantities in the ASM turbulence model (see section 2.2) 

are described in this section. Figure 4.36 shows the turbulent kinetic energy, k, in 

outer coordinates. The agreement with experiments is very good. It is interesting to 

note that in the experiments the turbulence level outside of the wedl jet is about 20% 

of the maximum, whereas in the simulation k drops to zero. This is most likely due 

to the induced free stream in the experiments. 

Near the wall, the computation underpredicts the experimental findings. This 

can also be seen in figure 4.37, where the turbulent kinetic energy is plotted in wall 

coordinates. Qualitatively, k has the correct distribution, but the absolute magnitude 

is about a factor of two lower than the measurements. 

The turbulent dissipation rate, c, is plotted in figure 4.38 in outer coordinates 

and for completeness in inner coordinates in figure 4.39. Very limited experimental 

data is available for this quantity, and even the few computational results published 

recently do not show e, although it is directly computed in all RANS type turbulence 

models, including ASM and Re3aiolds stress models (R5M). 

Sarkar So (1997) have shown that recent DNS results and experimental data 

suggests that e has a maximum at the wall, which was only incorporated into tur

bulence models developed in the last decade. Clearly, e plotted in outer coordinates 

seems to indicate this maximum, but the near wall behavior shows a drop of e very 

close to the wall, y"*" < 7 (figure 4.39). 

Furthermore, Sarkar & So (1997) conclude from their computations that accurate 

modeling of the near wall behavior is essential to compute the turbulent wall jet accu

rately. In contrast, the computations summarized above and in Appendix A indicate 

that despite considerable variations in the predictions of the near wall behavior of k 

and €, the results for the Reynolds shear stress, and consequently the velocity profiles, 
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are practically unaffected because the Reynolds stresses are negligible in the viscous 

sublayer. 

In figure 4.40 the results for turbulent production, V = -Ri jdui /dx j  (the first 

term on the right hand side of equation 2.21a), and dissipation are compared with 

experiments of Zhou et al. (1996). Note that the velocity scale is Uq = Um—Uooi where 

Uoo is the free stream velocity, which is zero here but was nonzero in the experiments. 

Surprisingly good agreement is achieved for both quantities, indicating the correct 

representation of the most important turbulent transport mechzmisms in the ASM 

model. 

The ratio Vje is plotted as a function of wall normal distance in figure 4.41 (the 

velocity profile is replotted for comparison). The horizontal line shows the equilibrium 

value 7^/e = 1, which is an important assumption in the derivation of the logarithmic 

layer (see also VVygnanski et ai, 1992). In contrast to the case of a turbulent boundary 

layer (Bachman, 2000), "P/e is not constant in the turbulent wall jet. This indicates 

that the extent of the logarithmic layer is small. In fact, Vjt decreases rapidly for 

> 60, which has been found to be the edge of the log layer for the turbulent wall 

jet (Launder & Rodi, 1981). 

Further analysis of the logarithmic layer can be performed following the method 

suggested by Spalart (1988). Since u"*" = l/relcgy''" + C in the logarithmic layer (k ss 

0.4 is the Karman constant), differentiation yields y'^du^/dy'^ = 1/k. Figure 4.42 

shows this quantity as a function of y"*". The dashed line indicates l/«. Clearly, the 

data does not approach l/« for any extent in substantiating the findings from 

the velocity profile (figure 4.21) and figure 4.41 that the existence of the logarithmic 

layer in the turbulent wall jet is doubtfiil. 

In figure 4.43, the Reynolds stress correlation Rn/y/RnB^ is plotted and com

pared with the maximum experimental value of 0.49. As pointed out by Zhou et al 

(1996), this maximum is fairly insensitive to the experimental conditions and it is 

also approximately 20% higher than for a turbulent boundary layer. Being able to 
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compute this correlation accurately emphasizes the ability of the turbulence model 

to capture not only basic flow quantities, but also the mean of statistical data that 

is commonly used in theoretical investigations of turbulence. 

To further analyze the ASM model, figure 4.44 shows /(i?,C) outer coordinates. 

For comparison, the line 2CJau which is equal to /(t?, in the truncated ASM model 

(see section 2.2) is included in the figure. Both quantities are equivalent (at least in 

the mean) if = 0.09. However, the wall normal distribution of /(tj, ̂ ) clearly 

shows that the Reynolds stress components are not proportional to the strain rates, 

especially near the velocity maximum, where an increase in compensates—at 

least partially—for the decrease in strain rate. Note that for a large part of the shear 

layer, /(r/, ̂ ) is approximately constant, with a value corresponding to w 0.08. 

The eddy viscosity, i/t = Cfik^/e, is plotted in figure 4.45. Comparing the maxi

mum eddy viscosity with the molecular viscosity, UtRe as 800, shows that the eddy 

viscosity is almost three orders of magnitude larger than the molecular viscosity. The 

local maximum of the eddy viscosity is located in the shear layer. At the edge of the 

boundary layer region (y/yo.5 0.15), the eddy viscosity is only one half the local 

maximum and decreases rapidly as the wall is approached. 
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Figure 4.37 Turbulent kinetic energy in wall coordinates 
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Figure 4.39 Turbulent dissipation rate in wall coordinates 
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Figure 4.41 Ratio of turbulent energy production to dissipation (right scale). The 
mean velocity profile is shown for comparison (left scale) 
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Figure 4.42 Derivative of the mean velocity profile, y'^du^/, in wall coordinates 
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4.2.2 Forced Flow 

Using the Flow Simulation Methodology (FSM) in the unsteady RANS limit, the 

effect of large coherent structures on the turbulent wall jet was computed. Even 

though FSM was developed to be used as a subgrid scale turbulence model, it is of 

particular importance that computations in the unsteady RANS limit yield accurate 

results. 

As pointed out above, the relative thickness of the boundary layer portion of the 

turbulent wall jet is much smaller than that of the laminar wall jet. From simple 

scaling arguments, this indicates that the boundary layer mode has to have a high 

frequency for the vortical structures associated with this mode to scale with the 

thickness of the boundary layer region. However, due to viscosity, and especially the 

eddy viscosity in the turbulent wall jet, high frequency oscillations are dissipated very 

quickly, which would indicate that the boundary layer mode disappears for the turbu

lent wall jet. Likhachev (1999) performed a linear stability analysis of the turbulent 

mean flow profile and indeed found that only one linearly unstable eigenmode—the 

shear layer mode—is present in the turbulent wall jet, substantiating the hypothesis 

outlined above. Additional data is available from Zhou et al. (1993), who performed 

a linear stability analysis of velocity profiles where the ratio ym/vo.s is systematically 

reduced from 0.56 (laminar) to 0.15 (turbulent). Their analysis shows that the un

stable region of the boundary layer mode quickly moves to higher Reynolds numbers, 

indicating again that the boundary layer mode is stable for the case investigated here. 

Considering these results and the streamwise extent of the region of instability 

(Likhachev, 1999), it seems that amplification of disturbances due to linear instabil

ity mechanisms is very unlikely. First, the turbulent walljet is not fully developed 

upstream of about x/b = 30 (for Rcj = 10,000, see figure A.7), which is in good 

agreement with the experimental data of Wygnanski et al. (1992). Second, for the 

case considered here, the second branch of the neutral stability curve is reached at 
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x/b = 60. This makes the region of linear instability extremely short (only about 2/3 

of the forcing wave length, see below). And finally, even inside the unstable region, 

results from linear stability theory indicate that the growth rates are smaller than in 

the laminar case. 

In contrast, Katz et al. (1992) achieved significant changes in the skin friction 

with a forcing amplitude of only 5%. Their figure 20(c) shows amplitude growth by a 

factor of 3 between x/6 = 30 and x/b = 70, and amplitudes that remain approximately 

constant between x/b = 70 and x/b = 100. They conclude, from the large coherent 

structures observed in a flow visualization of the turbulent wall jet, that an instability 

of the fully developed turbulent wall jet (downstream of x/6 = 30) exists. Near 

the nozzle, they observed a roll-up due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the 

developing shear layer behind the upper lip of the nozzle. 

Schober (1999) investigated the flow near the nozzle of a turbulent wall jet in 

detail. He found that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability determines the characteristics 

of the wall jet as far downstream as x/b = 80 (his last measurement station). By 

changing the flow behind the nozzle lip with a thin wire, the natural instability 

mechanism was altered and he was able to increase or decrease the spreading rate of 

the fully developed turbulent wall jet significantly. He also showed, using the spanwise 

distribution of the skin friction as a criterion, that the natural turbulent wall jet has 

a strong spanwise coherence. These findings are in agreement with results from Katz 

et al. (1992), who found that the spanwise coherence of the large scale structures 

in the shear layer region is increased considerably by forcing the turbulent wall jet. 

If these coherent structures are in fact nearly two-dimensional, a two-dimensional 

simulation should be sufficient to model the effect of the large coherent structures on 

the turbulent wall jet mean flow, just as it was possible to accurately simulate the 

laminar case with two-dimensional simulations. 
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Case f f / U ,  fs/Ui 
CaseAOl 1 X 10"^ -

CaseA02 5 X 10"^ -

CaseAOS 1 X lO"'' -

CaseA04 1.5 X 10"'^ -

CaseA05 5 X 10"^ 5 X 10-3 

Table 4.2 Disturbance amplitudes of the fundamental { f f / U j )  and the subharmonic 
ifi/Uj) frequencies. Forcing frequency is f3j = 0.0056 

4.2.2.1 Mean flow 

Following the strategy used for the investigation of the laminar wall jet, periodic 

disturbances are introduced into the turbulent wall jet. However, in contrast to its 

laminar counterpart, the turbulent wall jet does not respond to wall blowing and 

suction, even if large amplitude forcing is used. This is consistent with the results 

from linear stability theory, i.e., the boundary layer mode is stable (see discussion 

above). Therefore, the volume forcing technique described in section 2.1.1.1 is used 

to directly excite the shear layer mode of the turbulent flow. For the results presented 

here, the forcing parameters are Xf = 54, y/ = 1.6, a/ = 0.014, bf = 0.7. For a 

direct comparison with the experiments of Katz et al. (1992), the forcing frequency 

(fundamental) is = 0.0056 (/ = 34 Hz). Only the streamwise forcing component 

/x is used in the simulations. Table 4.2 shows the amplitudes of the disturbances for 

the different ceises investigated. 

Unless noted otherwise, the following results are for CaseA03. The base flow 

profiles and the mean profiles are compared in figure 4.46. Both the it-velocity and 

temperature are shown for three downstream locations, x/b = 100,150,200. As can 

be seen, the profiles for the unforced and forced case are almost indistinguishable, in 

agreement with the findings of Katz et al. (1992). 

To investigate the effect of large coherent structures on the mean flow, distur
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Figure 4.46 Effect of single frequency forcing on the u-velocity and temperature mean 
profiles. base flow, • • • mean flow with forcing. 

bances at amplitude levels high enough to nonlinearly create a mean flow distortion 

have to be introduced. In figure 4.47, the skin friction coefficients for CaseAOl through 

CaseA04 are compared with the value for the undisturbed turbulent mean flow. Even 

though the reduction in skin friction is not as large as in the experiments (~ 15%, 

Katz et al., 1992), a definite decreiise can be observed. The maximum decrease occurs 

at x/b ss 115, and reaches about 3% for CaseA04 (figure 4.48). Note that increasing 

the amplitude by 50% from CaseAOS to CaseA04 changes the maximum skin fric

tion reduction by about a factor of 2. At the downstream end of the domain, the 

skin friction increases again, indicating that the disturbance amplitude has decayed 

sufficiently for the flow to return to its undisturbed state. This development is very 

similar to the laminar case with single frequency forcing (see figure 4.12). In the 

laminar case, skin friction reduction continues only if a subharmonic disturbzuice is 

added to the fundamental forcing. 

The effect of single frequency forcing on the wall heat transfer is shown in fig-
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Figure 4.47 Skin friction coefficient c/ as a function of downstream distance. 
Baseflow, • • • CaseAOl, CaseA02, CaseAOS, - • — CaseA04. 

,3j = 0.0056 

are 4.49. .A. comparison with the results in figure 4.47 shows that the influence of 

forcing on the Stanton number is stronger than on the skin friction. The increase of 

the heat transfer by 2% (CaseA04) is similar to the decrease of the skin friction coef

ficient, but it extends over a larger streamwise distance. Again, this is in remarkably 

close qualitative agreement with the laminar case (figure 4.12). 

Although forcing a t  0  =  0.0056 clearly shows an effect on the mean flow, the 

reduction in skin friction is not nearly as high as in the experiments. In addition, 

the disturbances are damped in downstream direction. This could be due to the 

downstream location of the computational domain. As mentioned above, the locations 

at which the data is taken extends from x/b = 100 to 200, which is at the downstream 

end of the domain investigated in the experiments. From a linear stability theory 

point of view, this means that waves with a frequency of /3 = 0.0056 are damped 

(Likhachev, 1999). The subharmonic frequency, however, is still amplified. 
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Figure 4.48 Change of skin friction coefficient c/ as a function of downstream distance. 
CaseAOl, • • • CaseA02, CaseAOS, CaseA04. 3j = 0.0056 
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Figure 4.49 Stanton number St as a. function of downstream distance. Baseflow, 
• • • CaseAOl, CaseA02, CaseA03, — • — CaseA04. 3j = 0.0056 
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Figure 4.50 Change of Stanton number St as a. function of downstrezmi distance. 
CaseAOl, • • • CaseA02, CaseAOS, CaseA04. 0j = 0.0056 

Following this reasoning and the results of the investigation of the laminar wall 

jet, subharmonic forcing was added to the fundamental to investigate the effectiveness 

of the subharmonic cascade in the turbulent wall jet. In figure 4.51, the change of 

the skin friction coefficient with and without subharmonic forcing is compared. The 

most obvious difference to single frequency forcing at the same amplitude level is 

the increase in the downstream extent of the skin friction reduction. Starting about 

Ax/b = 5 further downstrezmi, c/ is reduced for an additional Ax/b = 25 at the 

downstream end when compared to CaseA02. Furthermore, the maximum reduction 

is almost twice as large as in CaseA02. And finally, this comparatively large reduction 

extends over a significant downstream distance, Ax/6 = 40, whereas in CaseA02 

Ax/b = 10. The change in wall heat transfer is shown in figure 4.52 as a change in 

Stanton number. Interestingly, after an initial increase, the Stanton number actually 

decreases downstream of x/b = 140. 

Comparing the effect of subharmonic forcing on the skin friction and wall heat 
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Figure 4.51 Change of skin friction coefficient c/ as a function of downstream distance. 
CaseA02, • • • CaseAOS, CaseA05. /?, = 0.0056 

transfer, the role of the subharmonic is unclear. The skin friction reduces significantly 

when the subharmonic Is included in the forcing, but the wall heat transfer seems 

to indicate an effect opposite to what was observed in the laminar case. A possible 

explanation is that the high forcing amplitude of the fundamental actually inhibits the 

growth of the subharmonic. A similar scenario was described by Oster &: VVygnanski 

(1982) for the mixing layer. 

These results prompted the investigation of forcing only with = 0.0028, the 

subharmonic of the initial forcing frequency. If vortex pairing occurs upstream of the 

last measurement station in the experiments of Katz et ai (1992) {x/b = 100), then 

3j = 0.0028 should be the dominant frequency in the computational domain. In fact, 

figure 18(d) of Katz et al. (1992) shows that the nondimensional frequency of the 

maximum in the energy spectrum stays roughly constant {j3 = Fyi/2/Um ^ 0.5) in 

downstream direction, which corresponds to a decrease in the dimensional frequency 

from / w 50 Hz at x/b = 30 to / a 15 Hz at x/b = 100. 
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Figure 4.52 Change of Stanton number as a function of downstream distance. 
CaseA02, • • • CaseA03, CaseA05. /?j — 0.0056 

Case f / U j  
CaseBOl 5 X 10"^ 
CaseB02 1 X lO-'' 
CaseBOS 2 X 10-'^ 

Table 4.3 Disturbance amplitudes of the fundamental (/) frequency. Forcing fre
quency 0j = 0.0028 
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Figure 4.53 Effect of single frequency forcing on the u-veiocity and temperature mean 
profiles. Base Flow, • • • CaseB02, CaseB03. = 0.0028 

Table 4.3 lists the forcing amplitudes for the cases described in the following. No 

subharmonic forcing was attempted in this case since only about two wavelengths of 

the fundamental (/?, = 0.0028) fit into the integration domain. Figure 4.53 compares 

the mean flow profiles of CaseB02 and CaseB03 with the profile of the undisturbed 

base flow at xjb = 100,150,200. In CaseB03, the large forcing amplitudes cause 

a significant mean flow distortion. Note that this mean flow distortion increases in 

streamwise direction, indicating that the disturbances in the flow actually enable an 

energy transfer from the mean flow to the large, coherent structures, very similar to 

the laminar case. In figure 4.54, the near wall region of the mean profiles is plotted, 

emphasizing the increase in the distortion as the flow develops in streamwise direction. 

Although the effect of forcing on the temperature profile is small compared to the 

velocity profile, at x/b = 200 the mean flow of CaseB03 shows an increase in dT/dy 

near the wall, which results in an increase in wall heat transfer. 

Comparing the u-velocity at x/b = 140 with the experimental results of Eriksson 
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Figure 4.54 Effect of single frequency forcing on the u-velocity and temperature mean 
profiles. Base Flow, • • • CaseB02, CaseBOS. Near wall region. /3j = 0.0028 

et al. (1998) shows that the large coherent structures have their largest influence 

inside of the jet half width (figure 4.55). If the amplitude of the disturbances is high 

(CaseBOS), the location of the velocity maximum is shifted to y/yo.s = 0.2. This 

shows how strongly the y location of the velocity maximum is affected by the large 

coherent motion. 

Plotting the u-velocity profile for CaseBOS in wall coordinates, figure 4.56, again 

shows that the large coherent structures alter the mean velocity profile significantly in 

the near wall region. Although the maximum velocity is still lower than predicted by 

the standard log-law, the large structures clearly increase the extent of the logarithmic 

layer of the computed profile when compared to the undisturbed base flow. The slope 

of the velocity profile in the log-layer is now in better agreement with the curve fit 

reported by Nizou & Tida (1995). 

The mean temperature distribution with and without disturbances is compared 

in figure 4.57. As already pointed out in the discussion of figure 4.54, the change in 
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Figure 4.55 Streamwise velocity in outer coordinates. Base flow, • • • CaseBOl, 
CaseB02, CaseBOS. 0j = 0.0028. • o experiments by Eriksson et al. 

(1998) 

the temperature distribution due to the large coherent motion is very small near the 

wall. In the shear layer, the increase in mixing due to the coherent motion can be 

inferred by the reduced slope of the temperature profile. When the temperature is 

plotted in wall coordinates, the profiles remain identical for y"^ < 40 (figure 4.58). In 

the logarithmic layer, the normalized temperature drops by about 2%, but the slope 

does not change. This drop is due to the change in wall heat transfer (see figures 4.64, 

4.65), which is used in the normalization of T+. 

The normalized jet half width as a function of normalized downstream distance 

is shown in figure 4.59 for CaseBOS and the undisturbed mean flow. The graph 

clearly confirms the experimentally observed insensitivity of the half width to the 

presence of large coherent structures (Wygnanski et ai, 1992), which can also be 

seen in figure 4.55. 

The streamwise development of the local maximum velocity is plotted in fig-
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Figure 4.56 Effect of single frequency forcing on the u-velocity profile in wall coordi
nates. Base Flow, ••• CaseBOS. log-law by Nizou & Tida (1995). The 
standard log-law and the viscous sublayer are shown for reference. 
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Figure 4.57 Temperature in outer coordinates. Base flow, CaseB03. 
0j = 0.0028. o experiments by Myers et al. (1963) 
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Figure 4.58 Temperature in outer coordinates. Base flow, CaseB03. 
J; = 0.0028. o experiments by Nizou k Tida (1995) 
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Figure 4.59 Normalized jet hsdf width as a function of normalized downstream dis
tance. curve fit by Wygnanski et al. (1992), • • • Base flow, Mean flow 
with coherent structures. 0j = 0.0028 
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Figure 4.60 Normalized local maximum velocity as a function of normalized down
stream distance. curve fit by Wygnanski et al. (1992), • • • Base flow, Mean 
flow with coherent structures. /?, = 0.0028 

ure 4.60. The large coherent motion causes a reduction of the local maximum velocity 

due to the increased wall normal transport of streamwise momentum. It is interesting 

to note that this effect is more easily observed in the maximum velocity than in the 

jet half width. 

Figure 4.61 shows the skin friction as a function of downstream distance. The 

data indicates that the large coherent motion initially increases the skin friction, but 

downstream of (x — xo)iW/i/^ • 10~® as 70 the skin friction is markedly decreased. This 

results in a streamwise development of the skin friction that more closely matches the 

results of Wygnanski et ai (1992). 

The reduction of the skin friction is shown in more detail in figure 4.62, where 

c/ is plotted as a function of downstream distance x/b. As the forcing amplitude is 

increased, the deviation from the undisturbed base flow increases significantly, not 

only in magnitude but also in streamwise extent (figure 4.63). In addition, forcing at 
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Figure 4.61 Normalized skin friction coefficient as a function of normalized down
stream distance. curve fit by Wygnanski et al. (1992), • • • Base flow, Mean 
flow with coherent structures. /3j = 0.0028 

the same amplitude with /3 = 0.0028 instead of ^ = 0.0056 increases the mjiximum 

reduction of skin friction by 50% (see figure 4.48), which yields a total skin friction 

reduction comparable to the experimental values. Similar trends are found for the 

wall heat transfer, although the increase is not quite as large (figures 4.64 and 4.65). 

These results show that forcing at a frequency = 0.0028 is significantly more 

effective than forcing at /3 = 0.0056. In turn, this may indicate that vortex pairing 

has taken place in the experiment upstream of x/b = 100. Unfortunately, the pairing 

process was not observed in the simulations. In order to investigate this phenomenon 

more closely, a different domain location or a larger domain length is necessary. 

The computational results presented in this section offer an explanation for the 

differences in the experimental findings summarized in section 4.2.1. When the mean 

velocity profile is plotted in outer coordinates, the presence of coherent structures is 

not easily recognized because the jet half width remains largely unaffected. In addi-
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Figure 4.62 Skin friction c/ as a function of downstream distance. Base flow, 
• • • CaseBOl, CaseB02, CaseBOS. /3j = 0.0028 

tion, the variation in the local maximum velocity is removed by the scaling. Focusing 

on the near wall region, however, the coherent structures show a much more pro

nounced influence on the mean flow profiles. First, the location of maximum velocity 

varies between y/yo.s ^ 0.12 and 0.20 depending on the disturbance amplitude. With 

the concomitant reduction in the maximum local velocity, the near wall velocity dis

tribution and in particular the skin friction changes significantly. And second, when 

coherent structures are present, the mean velocity profile is better approximated by 

the log law assumption. 

4.2.2.2 Fluctuating quantities 

In the previous section, a detailed comparison of the effect of forcing on the mean 

flow of the turbulent wall jet was given. In this section, the fluctuating quantities are 

scrutinized to gain a better understanding of the mechanisms responsible for these 
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Figure 4.63 Change of the skin friction c/ as a function of downstream distance with 
the forcing amplitude as parameter. CaseBOl, • • • CaseB02, CaseBOS. 
3j = 0.0028 
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Figure 4.64 Normalized wall heat transfer coefficient St as a. function of downstream 
distance. Base flow, • • • CaseBOl, CaseB02, CaseBOS. I3j = 0.0028 
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Figure 4.65 Change of the normalized wall heat transfer coefficient St as a. function 
of downstream distance with the forcing amplitude as parameter. CaseBOl, 
• • • CaseB02, CaseB03. I3j = 0.0028 

mean flow changes. 

For a qualitative comparison, figure 4.66 shows the instjmtaneous temperature 

distribution and the location of vortical structures, determined using the Ag criterion 

of Jeong k Hussain (1995). For reference, the temperature distribution of the undis

turbed mean flow is plotted in figure 4.66(a). Note that as in the laminar case, the 

streamwise and wall normal directions are scaled with the nozzle height b to show the 

spreading of the wall jet. Also, in the turbulent case the wall normal domain extends 

to y/b = 25, as compared to only y/b = 4 in the laminar case. The relative thickness 

of the thermal boundary layer is, however, approximately the same as in the laminar 

case, T « 0.95 at y/x/o.s = 1-

Forcing with /? = 0.0056 and an amplitude of A = 0.01 (CaseAOS) results in the 

instantaneous flow field shown in figure 4.66(b). A strong influence of the disturbances 

can be observed. As in the laminar case, a double row of staggered vortices develops. 
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Due to the large dispaxity of the length scales between the boundary layer and the 

shear layer, the near wail structures are much smaller than the structures in the 

shear layer, not only in the wall normal, but also in the streamwise direction. This 

leads to 'gaps' between the trailing end of one shear layer structure and the following 

boundary layer structure. 

Introducing a subharmonic first leads to an imbalance of the strength of two 

consecutive structures in the shear layer, and, as the fundamental decays, every other 

structure is weakened, figure 4.66(c). The vortex merging observed in the laminar 

case is not seen in the turbulent case. Interestingly, the near wall structure seems to 

persist longer than the associated shear layer vortex. 

When only the subharmonic frequency is forced, the picture changes considerably, 

figure 4.66(d). Obviously, compared to figure 4.66(b), the wavelength has doubled. 

When compared to figure 4.66(c), forcing 0 = 0.0028 shows a very different behavior 

of the near wall structures. First, the near wall structure increases significemtly in size 

as it is convected downstream. Second, it seems that the boundary layer structure 

is induced by the large shear layer vortex. Comparing the structure at x/b = 100 

with the one at x/b = 170 shows how the strong upward velocity induced by the 

shear layer structure lifts the boundary layer structure away from the wall. At the 

same time, this structure increases significantly in size. From the clockwise sense of 

rotation of this near wall structures, one might deduce that this structure results in 

a reduction of the streamwise velocity near the wall, leading to a reduction in skin 

friction. In addition, the induced velocity increases the convection of hot fluid away 

from the wall, thereby increasing the wall heat transfer. As in the laminar case, these 

results indicate that the heat trauisfer is governed by the unsteady convection. 

In figure 4.67, the Fourier amplitude and phase distribution (CaseAOS) of the fun

damental frequency {/3 = 0.0056) at x/b = 100 are compared with the experimental 

data by Katz et al. (1992). The amplitudes from the computations are normalized 

to fit the experimental results in the outer region y/^o.s > 1- Outside of y/yo.5 = 0-5, 
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Figure 4.66 Instantaneous temperature distribution and structures in the turbulent 
wall jet. The downstream distance x and wall normal distance y are scaled with the 
jet nozzle height 6. Contour lines show the instantaneous location of vortices (A2 < 0, 
see Jeong & Hussain, 1995). 
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the agreement between simulation and experiment is good. In the near wall region, 

y/<Jo.5 < 0.3, the peak in the computed amplitude distribution reaches only about 

60% of the experimental value. 

In this context, it should be noted that in their linear stability analysis, Katz et al. 

(1992) had to modify the Reynolds number by a factor of 1/10 in the whole flow field 

to achieve agreement of the eigenfunctions with their measurements. This assumption 

is doubtful when compared with the wall normal distribution of Ut computed in the 

simulations (see figure 4.45). A constant eddy viscosity of vt = provides too much 

damping near the wall and not enough in the shear layer. In his analysis, Likhachev 

(1999) shows that although the eddy viscosity is a function of wall normal distance, 

it is too high close to the wall. This was believed to be the reason for the difference in 

the amplitude distribution. Figure 4.67 also shows that the amplitude distribution of 

the turbulent wall jet does not have the characteristic three peak structure found for 

the laminar wall jet (see figures 4.4 and 4.6). This further substantiates that there is 

only one unstable eigenmode for the turbulent wall jet in the Reynolds number range 

considered here. The phase distribution is shown in the right graph of figure 4.67. 

In light of the discussion of the amplitude distribution, the computational and the 

experimental are not expected to match. 

The amplitude distribution of the temperature is plotted in figure 4.68. Unfor

tunately, there are no experimental data available for comparison. Comparing the 

amplitude distribution with the results in the laminar case (see figures 4.5 and 4.7) 

shows good qualitative agreement. The peak of the amplitude distribution is located 

near the velocity maximum, and the eimplitude drops monotonically in the shear layer 

region. 

Introducing disturbances at a frequency of /3j = 0.0028 and at sufficiently high 

amplitudes leads to a significant mean flow distortion (see figure 4.53) and also to 

the nonlinear generation of higher harmonics. The amplitude distribution for this 

frequency is plotted in figure 4.69 for the velocity and figure 4.70 for the temperature. 
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Figure 4.67 u-velocity amplitude and phase distribution at x j b  = 100. o experimental 
results. /Jj = 0.0056 

1 • 

Figure 4.68 Temperature amplitude and phase distribution at x j b  = 100. /3j = 0.0056 
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Unfortunately, experimental results at this frequency are not available. 

For comparison with the experiments and the cases described above, the first 

harmonic, /3j = 0.0056, of the fundamental {fij = 0.0028) is of particular interest. 

The amplitude and phase distribution at this frequency for CaseB02 is plotted in 

figure 4.71 at three streamwise locations, x/b = 100,110,120. Excellent agreement 

with the experimental results is achieved, for both the amplitude and the phase 

distribution. The slight deviation in the free stream region, y/yo.5 is most likely 

due to an induced free stream velocity in the experimental apparatus. The excellent 

agreement between simulations and experiments strongly suggests that the amplitude 

distribution measured by Katz et al. (1992) is in fact not the amplitude distribution 

of their fundamental forcing frequency, Pj = 0.0056, but rather the first harmonic of 

the frequency dominant at xjb = 100, Pj = 0.0028. This also means that some form 

of vortex pairing has taken place sufliciently far upstream of this location so that the 

amplitude distribution of the disturbance with frequency Pj = 0.0056 has changed 

from that obtained in CaseA03 to that of the first harmonic of the fundamental, 

I3j = 0.0028. Reexamining the plots of the amplitude distributions in the experiments 

(figure 20(a) in Katz et ai, 1992) actually shows this development as well. At 

x/b = 40 and 50, the measured amplitude distributions do not show the near wall 

peak. This peak is first noticeable aX x/b = 60 and then grows in the downstream 

direction, indicating the change from the amplitude distribution of the fundamental 

(figure 4.67) to the first harmonic (figure 4.71). This development indicates that a 

disturbance with a frequency of = 0.0028 grows rapidly, surpasses the fundamental 

{3j = 0.0056), and then alters the amplitude distribution of the disturbance with 

frequency 0j = 0.0056. 

The temperature amplitude and phase distribution is plotted in figure 4.72. When 

this result is compared with figure 4.68, only very small differences are observed, 

indicating that the heat transfer mechanisms do not change much between the two 

forcing frequencies. 
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Figure 4.69 u-velocity amplitude and phase distribution of 0j = 0.0028 a.t x/b = 100. 
Forcing frequency (3j = 0.0028 
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Figure 4.70 Temperature amplitude and phase distribution of = 0.0028 at x / b  =  
100. Forcing frequency /?, = 0.0028 
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Figure 4.71 u-velocity amplitude and phase distribution of = 0.0056 at x j h  =  
ICQ ( ), 110 (•••)> 120 ( ). o experimental results. Forcing frequency dj = 
0.0028 
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Figure 4.72 Temperature amplitude and phase distribution of 0j = 0.0056 at x / b  —  
100 { ), 110 (• • • )i 120 ( ). Forcing frequency = 0.0028 
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To shed some light oa how the large, coherent structures influence the mean flow, 

figure 4.73 shows the Reynolds shear stress contribution of these structures, u'u'c, the 

Reynolds stress of the modelled scales, R12, and the sum u'v'c + Rn for CaseBOS. 

The figure clearly indicates how the large scale structures increase the Reynolds stress 

from very close to the wall to about the wall jet half width and have very little effect in 

the outer part of the shear layer. As can be seen from the figure, this also means that 

the y location of the zero of the Reynolds stress is now displaced from the location 

of the velocity maximum towards the wall. The displacement is in surprisingly good 

agreement with experimental findings (j/Ri5=o/yo.5 « 0.6). This is a truly remarkable 

result, since this shift has so far been vaguely attributed to nonequilibrium effects 

and its origin and importance has been the subject of considerable controversy. The 

simulations presented here clearly show that the large unsteady shear layer struc

tures, in conjunction with their nonlinearly created harmonics, represent the major 

contributor to this effect. 

However, it is important to note that the Reynolds shear stress, when split into two 

parts, is in fact ri2 = u'v' = (uj. + u'^){v'^ + u^), where u'c is the coherent part and uV 

is the random part of the streamwise velocity fluctuations. Expanding the sum yields 

ti2 = u'^v'^ + u'^v'j. + u'^v'r + u'^v'^. Comparing this expression with the sum used in the 

computations, T12 = u'^v'^+Rn, where R12 = shows that the correlations between 

the coherent motion and the random motion have been neglected. Unfortunately, 

short of a fully resolved Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), no computation will 

give the data necessary to determine both the random and the coherent part of 

the velocity fluctuations numerically. And even with these spatially and temporally 

resolved results, a unique decomposition into coherent and random fluctuations is 

not necessarily possible. The same dilemma exists in experiments, where all velocity 

fluctuations are megisured, i.e., u' = u'^ + u'^ is known, but the decomposition into the 

random and coherent parts is ambiguous (see Zhou et ai, 1996, for a discussion of 

decomposition techniques). 
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Despite this shortcoming of the modelling procedure, the results indicate that the 

correlation between coherent and random motion is small. In light of the separation 

of scales between the coherent and random fluctuations in the flow, this is not too 

surprising. If a time average is applied to the unsteady flow and the time scale of 

the large coherent motion is much longer than the time scale of the random motion, 

then the coherent motion essentially presents a steady mean flow component for the 

random motion. With the averaging properties given in eqn 2.14, this indeed means 

that the correlation is approximately zero. 

A comparison of all Reynolds stress components with their respective values from 

the undisturbed mean flow is plotted in figures 4.74 through 4.79 in outer as well as 

inner coordinates. All figures show significant improvements over the predictions of 

the turbulence model without the large structures. Most importantly, the Reynolds 

shear stress matches the experimental results of Eriksson et al. (1998) very well. Due 

to the large structures, Ru increases by about a factor of four in the near wall region, 

resulting in stress levels that match the experimental findings. The changes in R22 

are not as severe. The increase in the profile thickness (figure 4.78) is most likely 

due to inaccuracies in the data of the coherent part of v'v'. In inner coordinates, the 

prediction of the maximum is considerably improved. 

The increase in the Reynolds shear stress leads to an increase in the spreading of 

the turbulent wall jet and a reduction of the maximum local jet velocity (figure 4.53). 

.A.S in the laminar case, both these effects lead to the reduction of the slope of the 

velocity profile at the wall, reducing the skin friction. 

In figure 4.80, the eddy thermal diffiisivity is plotted as a function of y. Again, 

the total is split into the modelled and the coherent part. A comparison with fig

ure 4.53 shows that the increase in the eddy thermal diffusivity due to the coherent 

motion correlates very closely with the change in the mean temperature profile. As 

anticipated from the results for the change of the Stanton number, the increase in 

thermal diffusivity due to the coherent motion is not as pronounced as the change 
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Figure 4.73 Reynolds stresss Ri2- random part (modelled), ••• coherent part, 
sum of coherent and random parts. Forcing frequency 0j = 0.0028 

in the Reynolds shear stress. Comparing the results in figure 4.80 with the laminar 

results (figure 4.17) shows that in the turbulent case, v't' does not show the near wall 

peak that caused the development of the inflection point in the temperature profile. 

In fact, the maximum of v't' in the turbulent case is in the shear layer. Consequently, 

the increase in wall heat transfer is due to the increase of (nondimensional) temper

ature near the wall, which in turn is caused by the coherent motion in the shear 

layer. The additional mixing due to the boundary layer structure does not seem to 

play a role at the downstream locations under consideration. Even though the near 

wall structures start to increase in size further downstream (see figure 4.66(d)), the 

increase of the eddy thermal diffusivity due to the large structures in the shear layer 

dominates the wall heat transfer. 
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Figure 4.74 Reynolds stresss Ri^ in outer coordinates. Mean flow without large 
structures, • • • Mean flow with large structures. Forcing frequency l3j = 0.0028. • o 
Experimental results by Eriksson et al. (1998) 
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Figure 4.75 Reynolds stresss Rn in inner coordinates. Mean flow without large 
structures, • • • Mean flow with large structures. Forcing frequency = 0.0028. • o 
Experimental results by Eriksson et al. (1998) 
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Figure 4.76 Reynolds stresss /?u- Mean flow without large structures, • • • Mean 
flow with large structures. Forcing frequency = 0.0028. • o Experimental results 
by Eriksson et al. (1998) 
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Figure 4.77 Reynolds stresss Rn. Mean flow without large structures, • • • Mean 
flow with large structures. Forcing frequency /3, = 0.0028. • o Experimental results 
by Eriksson et al. (1998) 
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Figure 4.78 Reynolds stresss Mean flow without large structures, • • • Mean 
flow with large structures. Forcing frequency = 0.0028. • o Experimental results 
by Eriksson et al. (1998) 
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Figure 4.79 Reynolds stresss R22- Mean flow without large structures, • • • Mean 
flow with large structures. Forcing frequency 0j = 0.0028. • o Experimental results 
by Eriksson et al. (1998) 
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Figure 4.80 Eddy thermal diffusivity random part (modelled), ••• coherent 
part, and sum of coherent and random parts. Forcing frequency /3j = 0.0028 
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4.2.3 Discussion 

The turbulent wall jet with heat transfer has been investigated using the Flow Simu

lation Methodology (FSM) in the unsteady RANS limit. To validate the simulation 

code, the turbulent wall jet mean flow was investigated in great detail at first. The 

agreement between the computational results and experiments is typical for RANS 

calculations. 

The effect of large coherent structures on the mean flow was investigated. Be

cause of the experimentally observed high spanwise coherence of the large structures, 

two-dimensional computations should capture all essential effects. Introducing distur

bances into the turbulent wall jet at a frequency of /?, = 0.0056, which was used in the 

experimental investigation, results in only small changes of the flow field. Even when 

forced at high amplitudes, the mean flow remains practically unchanged. In qualita

tive agreement with the experimental findings, the results presented here show a skin 

friction reduction over a significant downstream extent, although the magnitude of 

the reduction in the simulations did not reach the level observed in the experiments. 

In addition, an increase in wall heat transfer was observed. 

Since the computational domain is located at the downstream end of the region 

investigated experimentally, it seemed natural, in view of the vortex pairing observed 

in the laminar wall jet, to force at the subharmonic frequency of /3j = 0.0028. This 

resulted in a marked change of the flow field. Not only was the skin friction reduction 

now of the same order as observed in the experiments, but the large coherent motion 

in the shear layer of the turbulent wall jet was found to have a pronounced effect on 

the mean flow profiles. First, the maximum streamwise velocity was reduced and the 

location of the maximum moved away from the wall. In turn, this reduced the skin 

friction due to the redistribution of the jet momentum. Second, the wall heat transfer 

was enhanced due to the increased mixing of high temperature and low temperature 

fluid in the shear layer. 
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In addition, the agreement between computations and experiments improved sig

nificantly when large, unsteady structures were introduced into the flow. Most im

portantly, the Reynolds stress profiles are now in much better agreement with ex

perimental results. The unsteady computations clearly show that the shift of the 

location of zero Reynolds stress away from the location of the velocity maximum 

can be accurately modelled with a combination of the ASM turbulence model and 

large unsteady, coherent structures. This truly remarkable result could not have been 

anticipated when this research effort was initiated. 

Comparing the results obtained for the turbulent wall jet with the findings for the 

laminar wall jet shows a surprising similarity between the most important physical 

mechanisms governing the hydrodynamics of the flow. .Although the vortex pairing 

was not observed in the turbulent wall jet, a halfing of the frequency has occurred 

upstream of xjh = 100. In the laminar wall jet, this was due to a resonance mechanism 

between the boundary layer and the shear layer mode. In the turbulent wall jet, where 

only the shear layer mode of instability seems to be present, this is most likely due to 

the change of the most unstable frequency of the turbulent wall jet as the downstream 

position is increased. However, a subharmonic resonance could also develop upstream, 

but the computational results presented here are inconclusive in this regard. In either 

case, linear stability theory gives a good indication of what frequency is most amplified 

at a given a:-location. This information can then be used to introduce selective forcing 

at a frequency that will become unstable in the region of interest. 

As for the temperature distribution, the results indicate that the heat transfer 

mechanisms are different from the laminar case. In the laminar case, the increase 

of the eddy thermal diffusivity in the boundary layer region is due to the strong 

near wall structure. The shear layer structure had only a minor influence, dropping 

the temperature at the edge outer of the boundary layer structure slightly. In the 

turbulent case, the computations indicate that the near wall peak in the eddy thermal 

diffusivity is not present, leaving the secondary mechanism of the laminar case as the 
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dominant heat transfer agent. Due to the large coherent motion, high temperature 

(nondimensional) fluid is convected towards the wall, which in turn increases the 

wail heat transfer. The lack of the very powerful near wall heat transfer mechanism 

explains why the change in Stanton number in the forced turbulent wall jet is not as 

pronounced as in its laminar counterpart. 
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5. Conclusion 

In this work, the effect of two-dimensional forcing on laminar and turbulent wall jets 

has been investigated numerically. In the laminar case, Direct Numerical Simulations 

with highly accurate time and space discretization schemes were employed. 

Forcing the laminar flow at two different frequencies, /3j = 0.045 and = 0.094, 

yielded very different results. While forcing the shear layer mode {/3j = 0.045) did 

not show an appreciable influence on the mean velocity and temperature profiles, 

significant changes of the mean flow were observed when forcing the boundary layer 

mode, Pj = 0.094. The skin friction is reduced markedly, the local mziximum ve

locity is decreased, and the wall heat transfer is increased. It was shown that the 

large structures, generated by introducing periodic disturbances into the flow (by 

blowing/suction at the wall), are indeed the main cause for the strong mean flow 

distortion of both velocity and temperature. 

These results are in very good agreement with experimental findings. The compu

tational results clarified the role of the vortex motion, especially the pairing process, 

in the reduction of skin friction and the increase in heat transfer. This insight was 

then used in the investigation of the turbulent wall jet. 

The second part of this work focused on the computation of the effect of large, 

coherent structures on the turbulent wall jet. For this investigation, a new strategy to 

compute turbulent flows, the Flow Simulation Methodology (FSM), was implemented 

into the existing Navier-Stokes program. This necessitated the development of an 

efficient and robust solver for the k—e equations. The simulation code was extensively 

validated using the mean flow computations of the turbulent wall jet. 

Using the Flow Simulation Methodology in the limit of unsteady RANS, excellent 

agreement between experimental and computational results was achieved and some 

key questions about the turbulent wall jet could be answered. Most importantly, 
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the unsteady simulations show that the large scale motion plays a key role in the dis

placement of the location of zero Reynolds shear stress from the location of maximum 

velocity. In addition, many features of the normal Reynolds stresses, which could not 

be captured by steady RANS calculations, can be explained as an effect of the coher

ent motion. Interestingly, the effect of the structures in the shear layer is felt very 

close to the wall, indicating a strong coupling between the boundary layer and the 

shear layer region, which has also been observed experimentally. The computations 

show that the large scales are in fact the dominant physical mechanism behind this 

coupling. 

The comparison of the computational results with experimental findings revealed 

that the large coherent structures dominate the flow even more profoundly. In fact, 

the streamwise development of the turbulent wall jet seems to be strongly influenced 

by the existence or absence of these large structures in the flow. 

As pointed out by Schober (1999), the receptivity in the shear layer just down

stream of the nozzle influences the resulting turbulent wall jet for a long downstream 

distance. From a stability theory point of view, disturbances are created near the 

nozzle exit in the highly unstable shear layer behind the nozzle lip. These structures 

grow rapidly, extract energy from the mean flow, and persist for a long downstream 

distance, changing the resulting turbulent wall jet significantly. However, the simula

tions presented in this work show that these structures are not just being convected 

downstream passively, but instead continuously interact with the mean flow, extract

ing kinetic energy and redistributing momentum and thermal energy in the flow. 

Although an exhaustive investigation of the physical mechanisms in the turbulent 

wall jet is beyond the scope of the current work, it has been shown that the Flow 

Simulation Methodology in the limit of unsteady RANS is indeed capable of repro

ducing the large coherent motion in the turbulent wall jet accurately with relatively 

small computational effort (compared to traditional Large Eddy Simulations). 

Furthermore, the simulations reveal a striking similarity between the mechanisms 
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that alter the laminar wall jet in the early stages of transition and the ones that 

determine some of the fundamental features in the turbulent wall jet. If this idea 

proves to hold for other turbulent flows that contain large, coherent structures, it 

might provide new physical insight into the dynamics of turbulent flows and ultimately 

could result in a better understzmding of strategies to alter turbulent flows, just 

as linear stability theory provides an excellent tool to understand the fundamental 

mechanisms in laminar-turbulent transition. 

.\lthough the effect of the coherent motion on the heat transfer is similar in the 

laminar and turbulent wall jet, the relative importance of the two main mechanisms 

seems to change. In the laminar wall jet, the structures in boundary layer are re

sponsible for the largest change in the eddy thermal diffusivity, and the structure in 

the shear layer play only a contributing role, decreasing the temperature slightly near 

the velocity mzLximum. In the turbulent wall jet, the roles are reversed, although 

the influence of the near wall structure increases as it increases in size. Considering 

the diff"erence in length scales between the boundary layer region and the shear layer 

region in the turbulent wall jet, this is not surprising. 

The results presented for the turbulent wall jet clearly indicate that it is not neces

sary to try to incorporate the effect of the large, coherent motion into the turbulence 

model. In fact, it seems highly unlikely that such an endeavor will lead to an accurate 

representation of the physical mechanisms governing the flow under investigation. In 

contr2ist, the approach presented here separates the large scales from the small scales, 

reducing the influence of the turbulence model to the smaller, more isotropic scales. 

Clearly, it is much easier to model these scales. 

It is hoped that the present research on turbulence modelling sheds some light on 

how FSM can be used to compute the effiects of large coherent structures on the mean 

profiles of a given flow. Flows in which these structures occur naturally, such as free 

shear layers, wakes, the backward facing step, or the wall jet, have traditionally been 

flows for which RANS calculations have only been moderately successful. From the 
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results presented in this work, this should not be surprising, considering the disparity 

of length and time scales of the large coherent structures in comparison to the small 

turbulent motion. The larger the spectral gap between the coherent and random 

motion, the less likely it is that both fluctuations are governed by the same physical 

mechanisms. Clearly, the large structures interact with the flow on a length scale 

representative of the mean flow. In contrast, the small, random motion is essentially 

disconnected from these scales and is more isotropic. Consequently, modelling both 

scales using the same turbulence model is unlikely to be successful. 

FSM is the first simulation methodology that enables the fluid dynamicist to 

identify the large coherent structures very clearly, because the effect of the small 

turbulent scales is completely included in the modelled Reynolds stress. Although 

some of the characteristic features of turbulent motion, notably the phase jitter of the 

large structures, is not included in the model presented here, it is the authors opinion 

that the major physical mechanisms are captured by simulating the large coherent 

motion and modelling the effect of the small scales. This view is clearly supported 

by the results presented in this work. 
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Appendix A: Solver for the RANS equations in boundary 

layer form 

A.l Governing Equations 

Imposing the boundary layer assumptions, the governing equations for turbulent flows 

with heat transfer can be written in the form 

where 
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For near wall turbulent flows, corrections have to be made to the destruction term 

of e, Dt = Cej/ej^. In its standard form, the c-equations is written using e = e and 

E = 0. Note that without buoyancy, the equation for the thermal energy is decoupled 

from the x momentum equations. In addition, for a flat plate zero pressure gradient 

boundary layer, the normalized u velocity profile and the temperature profile are 

identical if Pr = Pvt = 1. 
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A.2 Turbulence models 

Extensive reviews of the performance of the many near wall corrections to the high 

Reynolds number k — e equations have been given by Patel et al. (1984) and recently 

by Sarkar & So (1997). Here, three models were used to validate the code and to 

test the ASM model. Note that in boundary layer form, the form of the ASM model 

simplifies to an eddy-viscosity model. 

A.2.1 k — e model (KE) 

The constants used here are given in Speziale (1996). The form of the near wall 

function A. is given in Speziale k Abid (1995); however, the constant in the exponent 

of /fj this reference is set to 1/10.4. No reference is given to the form of since 

the paper is concerned with the ASM model (see below). For simplicity, a van Driest 

ramping function is chosen here. To the authors knowledge, only the model by Chien 

(1982) uses this form of with a"*" « 87. 

Cy Ce, Cu; B. C. 
0.09 1.44 1.83 1.0 1.3 25 

u = 

u = 

Ut = 

c = 

E = 

A.2.2 Algebraic Stress Model (ASM) 

This model is described in Speziale &; Abid (1995). 

1 — exp ^—0.1 Re y \/lcj 

1 - exp (-j/'^/a+) 

c 

0 
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Note that in this model, i/t in the form given above is only used in the definition 

of the Reynolds stress R12. In the transport equations for k and e, Ut = c^k'^/e, i. e., 

there is no near wall damping function. According to Speziale & Abid (1995), the 

"strain dependent coefficient 3(1 + t/2)/(3 + if + + 6^^) in the eddy viscosity 

[...] provides natural damping as the wall is approached." 

A.2.3 Sarkar and So model (SSA) 

This model is described in Sarkar & So (1997). 

Cm Ce, (̂ k Cu, B. C. 
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A.2.4 Myong and Kasagi model (MK) 

This model is described in Myong & Kasagi (1990). 
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A.3 Numerical method 

The numerical method used to solve the governing equations is the same as described 

in section 3.2. However, since the equations do not contain time derivatives and 

are now parabolic in the streamwise direction, a marching procedure can be used to 

advance the solution in the downstream direction. The standard Thomas algorithm is 

used to solve the tridiagional system of equations that results from the discretization 

in the wall normal direction. To increase diagonal dominance in the tridiagonal solver, 

a pseudo-timestep can be introduced to iterate the solution at a given streamwise 

location until convergence. 

A.4 Results 

A.4.1 Flat plate boundary layer 

The initial condition for the computations are obtained from a RANS simulation with 

the KE model by Bachman (2000) using the full transport equation. U and v velocity 

profiles as well as k and e profiles are specified in order to minimize the adjustment 

normally seen due to inaccurate initial conditions and to stress the significance of the 

differences in the turbulence models. 

The results indicate that the flat plate boundary layer is fairly insensitive to 

changes of k and e (figure A.l). Although the turbulent kinetic energy varies by 

almost a factor of 2 at y"*" « 10 and the dissipation rate by an order of magnitude 

at the wall, Rn remains almost unchanged between the various models. Therefore, 

all velocity profiles near the wall are in good agreement with the prediction of the 

viscous sublayer. All models underpredict the velocity in the log layer, with SSA and 

MK being the closest to the theory (u"^ = 2.5 In t/"*" + 5.0). 



Figure A.l Boundary layer. Comparison of results with different models in outer 
coordinates. m2 = 160, (3 = 1.01 



Figure A.2 Boundary layer. Comparison of results with experiments in wall coordi
nates. The insets show the near wall behavior and the theoretical asymptotes for 
and k'^ 
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A.4.2 WallJet 

For wall jets, the initial conditions are not as easily specified as for a flat plate bound

ary layer. Various methods have been proposed in the literature. Most computations 

are started at the nozzle with a curve fit to turbulent pipe flow profiles. The com

putations presented here are started with a very simple top-hat profile (filtered in 

wall normal direction to reduce the gradients and to approximate pipe flow) for the u 

velocity. The v velocity is set to zero, k = 0.05ti^ and c = 0.02u^ as suggested by Gu 

& Bergstrom (1994). This approach works for the KE and ASM models. For the SSA 

model, the computations are started at i = 56 downstream of the nozzle with the 

results from KE. In addition, the number of iterations per x-location was increased 

by a factor of 10 for the first 500 x-points. 

Resolution studies have been performed with the KE model. First, the total 

number of points in the wall normal direction was varied (figure A.3), and second, 

the stretching parameter 0 was varied to change the clustering of points near the wall 

(figure A.4: a typical value for laminar computations is ,3 = 1.03). The figures show 

that the near wall resolution is critical for the computations. The viscous sublayer 

has to be resolved with at least 2 — 3 points within a j/'*' « 5. To emphasize this, 

figure A.5 shows the near wall region of W^. Clearly, when 0 is increased with a 

constant number of points, the resolution of the viscous sublayer becomes inadequate 

for 3 > 1.005. On the other hand, for 0 = 1.001, the number of points could drop 

to 7712 = 100 and the first three points are still within y"*" = 5. However, figure A.4 

shows that the outer region of the wall jet is then underresolved. These findings are 

in agreement with Gerodimos & So (1997), who used a resolution very similar to the 

authors computation with m2 = 300, 0 = 1.001. 

Figure A.7 shows the results for the decay of the maximum jet velocity and the 

increase of the jet half width in the normalized coordinates suggested by Sreenivasan 

& Narasimha (1982). Clearly, after the wall jet is fully developed, excellent agreement 
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Figure A.3 Comparison of results from standard model (KE) with different resolution 
7712. Experimental data by Karlsson et al. 

with the curve fit by Wygnanski et al. (1992) is achieved. The skin friction for two 

different jet exit Reynolds numbers Rej = Ujb/u is shown in figure A.8. The data 

for both Rej = 10,000 and Rej = 19,000 collapse on one line and the predictions of 

the different models are in excellent agreement. However, the skin friction is about 

twice as high as the curve fit suggests. This can be attributed to i) the displacement 

of the virtual nozzle from the inflow pleine, and ii) the discrepancies of the results by 

Wygnanski et al. (1992) from other measurements (see section 4.2). 

Results for the mean flow profiles obtained with the SSA model are shown in 

figure A.6. There is a marked improvement in the prediction of the velocity profile in 

wall coordinates. However, the skin friction prediction does not change significantly 

compared to the STD and ASM models, figure A.8. 
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Figure A.7 Comparison of normalized maximum velocity Um and half width Ymi2 
with curve fit by Wygnanski et al. (1992). x is measured from the nozzle exit plane. 
Moderate resolution, m2 = 200, 0 = 1.005. 
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